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Appendix 5 - Board Member Skills

Between the two Local Action Group Boards over the length of the programme thirtysix people gave their services to support the boards. Those thirty-six people represent
many different sectors of the community. The table below details the sectors as set
out in the RPA reporting requirements.
Sector
Private
Public
Third Sector

No. of Board members
23
11
2

The table above does not accurately record the variety of the background of the board
members. The table below has been expanded to give a better view of the areas the
board members represent.
Sector
Local Authority
Public sector
Military
Heritage
Forestry
Business
Agriculture
Education

No. of Board members
2
3
7
2
2
17
2
1

The table below provides details of the skills and knowledge that the board members
had:
Sector
Agriculture
Business development
Business management
Rural Services
Tourism
Heritage and culture
Forestry

No. of Board members
2
26
21
15
4
3
2
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Appendix 8 – Plain Action project list

112480
111617
109598

112445

112209
110361

113531

104967

104286
102513
4

109218

112258

113415
103697

104811

112189

106295
113364
104741

109298

105995

107176

105800
109727
112839

PLAIN ACTION
LOCAL ACTION GROUP

PLAIN ACTION
RPA
Ref

Priority Project
Joinery Workshop

Delivery organisation

Total Project
Cost
Grant

Willmont Building Services Ltd

102513

2

£42,498

£16,999

103697

4

Works to integrate the old youth centre into the Atheneaum to provide additional rehersal
space and public areas
The Old School Renovation
Market Lavington Parish Council

£61,438

£49,150

104286

4

Installation of toilets, insulation and internal fittings to allow the rooms to be used by the
public

£123,867

£99,094

104741

1

£70,950

£28,380

104811

1

£39,320

£15,728

104967

2

£165,898

£66,359

105800

1

£36,130

£14,452

105995

2

£27,578

£11,031

106295

2

£109,493

£43,797

107176

2

£65,655

£26,262

109218

2

£119,148

£47,659

109298

4

£197,000

£98,500

109598

2

£181,075

£72,430

109727

1

Harvey Farms Ltd - Slurry Separator
Purchase and installation of slurry separator

Harvey Farms (Winterbourne) Ltd

£32,750

£13,100

110361

1

Specialist Drill Investment
Purchase of GPS controlled direct drill

F J Snook & Sons Ltd

£95,500

£38,200

111617

2

New Firewood Processing Equipment & Store

CP & AM Collett & Son

£29,000

£11,600

112189

1

£59,942

£23,977

112209

4

£45,600

£36,480

112258

2

£29,140

£11,656

112445

1

£9,660

£3,864

£192,367

£76,947

£87,123

£34,849

£36,795

£14,718

£58,465

£46,772

£136,188

£54,475

Creation of a new joinery workshop to produce items for the business and to sell to other
businesses.
Integration of Wiltshire Council Youth Centre Premises Warminster Athenaeum Trust

112480

2

112839

2

113364

2

113415

4

113531

1

Support to increase farm productivity (Crop seed drill) A & H Corp
Purchase of a GPS driven direct seed drill
Health Monitoring and Automated Segregation of Dairy
E Grant and Sons
Cows
Purchase of a cow segregation system
Barrack Livery Yard
Barrack Livery Yard
Funding to set up a livery yard and stables
Harvey Farms Ltd Slurry Equipment

Harvey Farms (Winterbourne) Ltd

Purchase of a slurry injection system
Watergate Lake - Extension

P J Rowland and Sons (Farmers) Ltd

Excavation of an extension to the exiting carp lake
Purchase of Modern Double Press

Anti Vibration Methods (Rubber) Co Ltd

Purchase and installation of a rubber press
Stonehenge Campsite New Sewage System

Stonehenge Campsite Ltd

Installation of sewage disposal system
Cliffe Farm Holiday Cottage

P Holloway

Conversion of barn into a holiday let
Construction of Skateboard Park

Warminster Town Council

Construction of a new skateboard park
Barn Conversion

Rowdey Cow Ltd

Conversion of a barn into a retail unit

Purchase of tractor mounted log splitter
Slurry Separator
Purchase and installation of Slurry separator

D & R Johnson & Son

Hope Nature Centre

Fairfield Farm Trust

Installation of paths to allow disabled access
Stone Circle Mead Company
Stone Circle Mead Company
Purchase and installation of fermentation vessels and associated equipment
William Mulholland T/A Shamrock Park
Mobile Sheep handling Unit & EID Stick Reader
Farm
Purchase od weigh crush, handling system and EID stick reader and tags
Four Legs are Better than Two Ltd - Relocating
Four Legs are Better than Two Ltd Premises (Poppies picnic)
Trading as Poppies Picnic
Purchase of crushing and mixing equipment to produce raw dog food
Grantit Ops Essential Machinery Improvement Project Granit Ops Ltd
Purchase and installation of edge polisher and bridge bandsaw
Rapeseed Oil Production
Grants Farm Foods
Purchase and installation of rapeseed crushing equipment to produce rapeseed oil
Improvements to yard
Tedworth equestrian
Creation of a training arena
Doel Farming Improvements
A Ar & P Doel
Purchase of GPS liquid fertilizer spreader

Totals

£2,052,580 £956,479

Appendix 9 – Vale Action project List

108814

105412
105756

104276
113581
113630

102375

103539

104483

112258
102498

104364

107846
105454
104312

113196

113197
102501
103992
112228

107668

104443
105332

108483

105333
104448

113532
105038

112900

107036

101695

110408

101696
105506
108742

Vale Action
Local Action Group

Vale Action
RPA
Ref

Priority Project

101695

2

101696

2

102375

2

102498

2

102501

2

103539

2

103992

2

104276

5

104312

3

104364

1

104443

1

104448

1

104483

1

105038

3

105332

1

105333

1

105412

2

105454

3

105506

2

105756

3

107036

2

107668

2

107846

2

108483

2

Bicycle Tyre Production Start Up

Delivery organisation
Gecko Enginering

Funding of R&D work in preparation for production
Mill Farm Tree House

Mill Farm Glamping Ltd

Construction of treehouse for let as holiday accommodation
Increasing Milk Production efficiency and animal
JE Collingborn & Son
welfare
Purchase of milk monitoring equipment and rubber matting for the dairy
The Lake

H5 Adventure

Provision of storage shed, pontoon, bridges and site entrance
Tipi Expansion

B & M J Richards

Purchase of three large tipis for hire
Farm development diversification
A Banwell & S Hunt
Conversion of barn into stables, setting up of campsite and purshase of shepherd's hut for
holiday letting
Organic Ice Cream Manufacture
Doug Whitelaw
Business start up, purchase and installation of ice cream manuafacturing equipment, blast
freezer and storage walk in freezer
Malmesbury Moravian Church and Athelstan Museum Friends of Athelstan Museum
Internal works to convert the Moravian church into a museum space
Support for Rural Tourism and support for Heritage and
Calne Town Team
Cultural Activities
Provision of signage and interactive website
Sheep Handling and EID Recording System

Tom Ferris

Purchase of computerised sheep monitoring system and ear tags
Installation of an automatic calf feeding system at
Tyler Farming Partnership
Willowbrook Farm
Purchase and installation of automatic calf feeding sysytem
Powell Agricultural Contractors Ltd: Trailing Shoe & GPS Powell Agricultural Contractors Ltd
Purchase of GPs controlled trailing slurry injection shoe
Robotic Milking Grant

AE & V Kidner

Purchase and installation of two robotic milking stations
The Plough Holiday House

WOW Cottages Ltd

Conversion of a pub into an eleven bedroom hostel for walkers and cyclists
Tyler Farming - Monitoring Feed Efficiency

Tyler Farming Partnership

Purchase and installation of mobile cow hadnling system and weigh crush
Kingsplay - Reducing Lameness at Willowbrook Farm

Kingsplay Farming

Purchase and installion of cow hoof trimming crush
Howard House Car Management

Howard House Farm

Conversion of barn into a classic car storage facility
Great West Way Cooperation Project

Visit Wiltshire Ltd

Production of tourist itineraries
Stowford Manor Farm Campsite and Tourist Attraction

Stowford Manor Farm

Conversion of barn into an education centre and pruchase of coffee van
Vibrant Malmesbury - increasing footfall and spending Malmesbury Town Team
Creation of Interactive website and set up of town gift card
Melksham Milk

T J Stainer Ltd

Purchase and installation of milk vending machine
S B Pile - New Offices & Warehousing

S B Pile

Conversion of barn into offices and storage
Somerford Mini Ltd - New Website Development

Somerford Minis Ltd

Design and installation of new e-commerce website
Leafield Marine - Unit 9 Extension
Construction of extension to the premises

Leafield Marine Ltd

Total Project
Cost
Grant
£26,023

£10,409

£122,915

£49,166

£26,087

£10,435

£47,700

£19,080

£35,182

£14,073

£25,996

£10,398

£117,218

£46,887

£119,201

£95,361

£34,555

£34,555

£8,940

£3,576

£9,102

£3,641

£58,915

£23,566

£206,306

£82,522

£149,378

£59,721

£13,650

£5,460

£12,337

£4,935

£163,972

£49,995

£93,000

£74,400

£127,914

£51,165

£77,032

£61,625

£22,490

£8,996

£77,579

£31,031

£35,775

£14,310

£315,131

£94,539

RPA
Ref

Priority Project

108742

1

108814

1

110408

2

112228

1

112900

3

113196

2

113197

2

113532

2

113581

3

113630

4

Delivery organisation

Pomeroy Farm Development
J H Vigar & Son
Installation of LED lighting, rubber matting and cattle crush
Oakdean Partnership - Direct Drill
Purchase of GPS controlled direct drill
The Shambles Day Nursery
Conversion of a restaurant into a children's nursery
Improving Health Welfare and Productivity

Dean Farm Oaksey
The Shambles Day Nursery
Tyler Farming Partnership

Installation of the cow manager software, cow brushes and ventilation
King George V Playing Fields: Splashpad
Melksham Town Council
Installation of children's splashpad
Stockley Farm - X Country Training Ground
NR & JM Cole Farming
Construction of eventing cross country course
NR Cole Farming - New Office Facility
Conversion of redundant stables into offices

NR & JM Cole Farming

Church Farm Offices
J Hooper and Son
Conversion of redundant farm shop into offices
Mezzanine Floor at the Malmesbury Museum
Friends of Athelstan Museum
Redevlopment of mezzanine floor into new display area including cinema space
Malmesbury Town Council - Accessible Toilets
Provision of new accessiable toilets

Malmesbury Town Council

Totals

Total Project
Cost
Grant
£62,261

£24,904

£51,250

£20,500

£68,978

£27,591

£222,763

£85,578

£125,863

£93,138

£30,200

£12,080

£162,100

£64,840

£87,995

£35,198

£46,300

£37,040

£26,776

£21,420

£1,282,137 £1,282,137

Appendix 10 – Notes of discussion by staff on the
2014 / 2021 Programme

PA and VA Evaluation
27 March 2020
Discussion by Skype between Alan Truscott and Lesley Thomas

The bidding process
Based on previous programmes
In April 2014 Defra published its guide to bidding for and delivering a Local Action Group. It is
interesting to look back at that document and to see how far we have moved away but in
other ways remained true to it. In writing what we first thought would be only Plain Action’s
Local Development Strategy we assumed that the processes and administration costs would
be similar to the previous programme. However, this was not to be the case when, in 2015,
full details of the processes became known. Having stressed in the guide how this was to be
a locally based decision-making process, board members found that they had little discretion
on awarding funding and being able to recommend intervention rates. As the programme
progressed this has become even more restrictive.
After bidding priorities and intervention rates changed
Staff had based all the calculations in the LDS on the intervention rate being 50%, as in the
previous programme for businesses. However, when the details of the programme became
available in late 2015, the business intervention rate was 40%. At the same time, as
information about the funding priorities became known, it was apparent that they were
more restrictive than first thought.
The confusion over population size
As we started the bidding process in early 2014, both the Plain Action board and Wiltshire
Council wanted to expand the area, and between the three existing LAGs aimed to get all
rural Wiltshire covered with funding. Defra, in its guidance, had informed groups that the
population limit of 150,000 would be raised. This gave Plain Action the opportunity to
consider including the Trowbridge to Malmesbury area, around the A350 in the northwest of
the county. This would give a population of approx. 270,000. Unfortunately, about six weeks
before the LDS was due to be submitted, we were told the population figure would stay at
150,000, This meant we had to split Plain Action into two.
Priorities
Forced to use national priorities not local ones
There was considerable emphasis in the bidding process that local priorities would play a
major part in the decision making for grants. However, as grants were being processed and
the QC stage by the RPA was undertaken, it became apparent that the priority was meeting
the national requirements.
Better explanation of the priorities would have helped.
Two of the priorities caused us issues:

Support for rural services
In the previous programme we had applications from rural groups that were
not constituted. For example, Town Teams are not generally a constituted
organisation but a group of individuals working with the town council to
deliver a project. In this programme all applicants had to have a legal entity
making the application. That could be overcome quite easily, and some
became CIC’s and some charities. The bigger problem was them having the
match funding if it was required, or even having a bank account, with many
preferring the Town Council to act as the financial body. For many match
funding would come from the Town Council from 106 agreements, grants or
bequests. To enable grants to proceed, either the Town Council had to take
over the project, or the group of individuals had to become a legal entity and
set up a bank account. This then had its own problems as there was no
financial history for the group.
Support for Heritage and Culture
In reading the handbook many prospective applicants read this section as
help for museums, listed buildings, etc. It even stated that restoration
projects would be eligible. Two projects resulted in the priority being
changed, i.e. the conversion of a church, owned by a museum, into a
conference and display area. The Church is mid Victorian and a Grade II
listed building and had not been used for twenty years, with the work
consisting of new suspended timber floors, new offices, wall panelling, the
removal and complete rebuild of eight stained glass windows, heating,
lighting and audio visual equipment. However, this was not seen as Heritage
or Cultural and had to be funded under Support for Rural Services.
The same was said of a Victorian schoolroom that was to be converted for
public use as a meeting room. The main cost of the work was the
replacement of a large section of the unique clay fish tail tiles on the roof.
These were to be handmade especially for the project. This was when we
discovered “restoration” meant putting back something that was not there,
not works to enable a building to be retained. Instead grant funding was
supplied to convert the inside for public use.

Applicant eligibility
The handbook sets out quite clearly the requirements for applicant eligibility and, as
explained above, the only issues we had were with community groups.
There were concerns expressed about farmers under Priority 2 Support to Micro and Small
Businesses and Farmers for Farm Diversification. There was no limit on the size of farm that
could apply, and this resulted in discussions at management groups as to whether the
intervention rate should be lowered. It was seen by many that large-scale farmers were seen
as taking advantage of the funding.

Project eligibility
Within Priority 1 “Farm Efficiency and Productivity” there were very good tables showing
what was eligible for funding. This was not available in the other priorities and it would have
been useful to have more information, both for staff and applicants, on what funding could
be used for.

The application process
This was the first time that the national set of documents, processes, etc., had been used in
the Plain Action and Vale Action areas. The training provided at the start of the programme
was helpful, but it was very evident that it would be a very “black and white” process and
even then, there were concerns amongst those attending, as to how to deal with the “grey”
areas.
Length of process an issue
For Plain Action and Vale Action applicants the average application length was just
under six months, the shortest two months, and the longest 14 months. For
applicants looking to purchase machinery to complete an order they had just
received, the two-stage application process was just too long. For those applicants
with building projects the need to have planning permission/building control
approval, full tenders in place at the Full Application stage, etc., often meant long
delays between Expression of Interest approval and the Full Application being
submitted. This resulted in many cases having quite considerable changes in grant
requirements, although for us that meant a confirmed expenditure. For community
groups, not used to the detail required, many wondered if it was worth it by the end
of the Full Application stage.
Clearer guidance on the process and eligibility
Although there was guidance on the application process and completion of the
forms, it was felt this could be clearer and possibly supported by flow diagrams.
Simpler language to be used
We received many questions about what was actually required for the answers to
questions on all the forms used by the applicants. Consideration does need to be
given to how questions are phrased, and the language used.
EoI and Full Application or one stage application
It was felt that, for the simpler projects, for example the purchase of
machine/equipment, that a one stage application could be used, or if it would be
possible to speed up the application process even for larger projects, possibly with a
one stage process.
Better national publicity about the programme
Publicity of the funding programme was left down to each LAG, the difficulty being
that the LAG area did not fit with existing media and publicity. Three newspapers
cover the two areas, but those three newspapers also cover areas of Hampshire,

Dorset and Gloucestershire, and with six LAGs operating in Wiltshire any radio
interview had to include all six. At the beginning of the programme it would have
been helpful if the government had run a national campaign about the programme
to stimulate interest.
Did RPA QC add anything?
It was very obvious that the RPA Quality Check (QC), prior to board approval of an
application, was very much an audit process, which signed off the work to that point
and recommended approving or not. This effectively meant that the LAG boards had
to follow that decision, and if they wanted to change the decision then there either
had to be good evidence why, or the decision had to go back to the QC to be ratified.
Should farming and business have been separated into separate grant applications?
The application form was set up, it appeared, for the farming community, with
questions on numbers of animals, crops sizes, etc. On occasions, those applicants not
from an agricultural background questioned why they had been sent those forms.
Perhaps there should have been two sets of forms; one for the farming community
and one for businesses/organisations
Issues with computer compatibility on forms, PC v MAC
All through the programme we found applicants having trouble with the electronic
forms. This could be the text boxes not expanding in line with the text being
inputted, drop down boxes not working, formulas not working and documents
suddenly appearing to be corrupt. This appeared to have resulted from applicants’
different operating systems and versions of software. It took the RPA quite a time to
introduce a MAC version of the software, and prior to that an applicant would
convert the PC version to MAC and then convert it back again to send to us.
Application form too lengthy /complex (recognised by applicants it was needed as public
money)
The Expression of Interest form took an applicant between one and two hours to
complete, whereas the application form was anything up to a week by account from
applicants. Many of the applicants were not used to completing grant application
forms and for many this was their first experience. Many did not understand that in
the appraisal and QC they are looking for specific answers and, in many instances,
hard numbers about the use of the funding.
Amount of evidence required
The checklist at the end of the Full Application form identifies several documents
that have to be submitted with the application. In large complex projects this could
amount to over 30 documents. One project that was submitted had over 60 quotes,
plus all the planning documents, ownership, match funding, etc., thus in total nearly
80 documents. For some even putting together three years of accounts caused
issues. For staff all these documents needed to be checked, as well as carrying out
the Companies House, insolvency and VAT checks on the applicant and suppliers.
Many applicants accepted the need, as this was public funding, but did wonder if it

was all required. For staff it was time consuming and created mountains of paper to
be filed.
The decision process
With the QC were the boards needed?
As explained above, many board members felt that decisions were being imposed
on them by the appraisal and especially the QC process. Although board members
discussed the merits and outcomes of projects, there were times when they would
have liked to change the intervention rate but could not do so.
Intervention rates
When the Applicant’s handbook was first released, and during the training it was
stated, the intervention rate was “up to” 40%, 80% and 100%; the impression being
that staff and boards had the discretion to award up to that percentage if they had
good reason. However, it was clarified about a year into the programme that it was
applicants who could apply for up to that percentage, and staff/boards could not
alter the percentage asked for.
Future programmes need to look at the role of the board
At the beginning of the programme all the Expressions of Interest were presented to
the board. As board meetings were every two months this held up the application
process. The RPA recognised this and allowed boards the opportunity for staff to
approve EoI’s which both PA and VA boards did. However, this removed the
opportunity for board members to discuss projects at an early stage. To combat this,
staff set up a web-based forum page for members to discuss EoI’s. There was then
the issue discussed above about the decision making when a grant was approved. As
staff we would like our board members to be fully involved in the process and would
like to see a review of the role of the board, and how they can be more involved.
Claims
The difficulties for applicants filling in the forms
The claim form was an Excel spreadsheet. During the programme we constantly had
applicants having issues with opening or completing the forms, due to operating
systems or software versions. It was also found that many applicants had difficulties
completing the basic financial tables in understanding the information that was
required. For staff, having downloaded a claim form, when opened the computer
would tell you the file was corrupt.
Although not supposed to, we helped applicants
Staff were not supposed to help applicants complete claims or, once a claim form
was received, request the applicant to make changes. However, for many of our
applicants the use of Excel spreadsheets was new to them and staff, to save
additional work later, helped applicants to complete forms. And in circumstances
where forms were received and incorrectly completed, they were returned to the
applicant.

Irregularities /penalties
The rules on irregularities are very rigid, with no allowance for discretion. In some
circumstances it appears that applicants are penalised twice for the same error.
Variations
The use of the “variations matrix” made it easier to issue variations, and it was changed
towards the end of the programme to make it easier still. The majority of variations issued
by staff were to delay payments or extend the completion date, and these required approval
from the Chairmen, which on occasions was forgotten. The other issue staff had to keep
remembering to do was to keep DORA updated, as the variation was sent out and then
accepted by the applicant.
Inspections
The inspection form that we completed appeared not to be designed for basic inspections. It
contained a lot of information that had to be repeated at each inspection. A simpler form
that requested more information about the inspection would have been helpful.
DORA
For staff it took quite a long time for them to find their way around it, and to understand
how it was set up, and the logic being used. Although broken down into sections, it was not
easy to understand, or find where information should be inputted. Critical boxes were
marked in pink and often, having completed all the pink boxes and pressed submit, an error
message would come up to say you had not completed all the boxes: others not marked pink
originally had now become critical.
DORA, from a front-end users’ view, was obviously designed for the RPA to control data, and
not for the day to day individual project management of grants. If it is to continue to be used
this does need to be reviewed.
There are a standard set of reports that could be run. Many times, we had to run a report
that generated many columns of information, when we may only want two or three
columns, which meant that time had to be wasted in reducing reports for what you needed.
At the start it was promised that you would be able to generate your own reports, but this
never transpired.
Throughout the programme, changes were made to DORA; sadly, it was not until nearly the
end of the programme that the most simple and logical alteration was made. This was to
have a floating submit button on each page, rather than having to go either to the top or
bottom of the page. Why was this so critical? Many times, staff, when entering information,
would press the “return” button, forgetting to press the “submit” button, meaning that all
the data inputted had been lost. Finally, things like the floating “submit” button came right
at the end.

Other items
Procedures and process constantly kept changing. The difficulty was then remembering
which grant was using which procedure or having to change claim forms halfway through a
project.

The delays at the start meant that pipeline projects were lost as they could not wait for
funding to come through.
Brexit meant delays, both in not processing anything, but also changed date of the
programme, and then changes again at the end as the March and September 2019 dates
were missed.
It is recognised that information had to be agreed at ministerial level, but on occasions we
were waiting a long time for information to come through.
Throughout the programme staff have received wonderful support from the chairmen and
board members, who have recognised the situations that staff have found themselves in on
occasions.
We also were extremely lucky in the working relationship we had with the Wiltshire Council
Accountable Body staff. More often than not it felt that we were a team all working
together to try to achieve the best outcome for the applicants. At the beginning of the
programme a Relationship Manager was appointed for each LAG by the RPA; sadly, this was
abandoned after June 2016. We were lucky that our Relationship Manager was one we had
worked with before and that our relationship with her was very good, meaning that we
could contact her at any time with an issue.

Appendix 11 - Member’s questionnaire

PLAIN ACTION 2014 – 2021 v PROGRAMME EVALUATION
Members’ name …………………………………………………

As we come to the end of this round of EU funding each Local Action Group is required
to carry out an evaluation of the work and projects they have delivered. An important part
of this evaluation is finding out your views as a member of the LAG about the
governance and delivery of the programme.
Can I ask you to complete the questionnaire below and return it to me by email at
atruscott@communityfirst.org.uk by 30 April 2020. All replies will be put into a hat and
the lucky one drawn out will receive a bottle of mead produced by Stone Circle Mead
from Ludgershall.

1. How did you become aware of Plain Action?
Answer:

2. If you were involved in a previous LEADER programme what do you think of
this programme in comparison.?
Answer:

3. What is your view of the national priorities set and are there other priorities
that you feel should have been included.?
Increasing Farm productivity
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
Boosting Rural Tourism
Providing Rural Services
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
Increasing Forestry productivity
Answer:

4. Although the local priorities set out in the bid were similar to those national
ones they were not used as the application process was geared to the
national priorities. What is your view as to whether the local or national
priorities should be those used to appraise an application on?
Answer:

5. What is you view on the applicant eligibility criteria?
Increasing Farm productivity
1a) A project to improve the overall performance and
sustainability of an
agricultural holding
Farms of any size
1b) An Investment in improving animal health and welfare
Farmers
Groups of farmers
Horticultural producers
1c) A project for processing primary agricultural produce to add
value
Farmers
Horticultural producers
Landowners
Micro and small processing businesses
Someone who wants to start a processing business
1d) Investments in reservoirs and irrigation
Farmers
Groups of farmers
Horticultural producers
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
People who want to start a business in the LAG area
Farming or horticultural businesses that want to diversify into
non-farming or non-horticultural activities
Micro and small businesses including social enterprises, in the
LAG area#
Boosting Rural Tourism
Commercial, profit making project
Micro and small businesses, including social enterprises
Farmers wanting to diversify into tourism
Charities
Making some income to offset costs but is not intended to make
a profit
Rural businesses including social enterprises
Farmers

Landowners
People or groups representing rural communities
Charities
Public Bodies
Generates no income
Rural businesses including social enterprises
Farmers
Landowners
People or groups representing rural communities
Charities
Public Bodies
Providing Rural Services
New or existing micro or small businesses
Rural Community organisations
Charities
Public or private entities working in partnership with micro and
small businesses and rural community groups
Local authorities in exceptional circumstances
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
Landowners
Rural Community groups
Local authorities in exceptional circumstances
Increasing Forestry productivity
Private forest holders and micro, small or medium sized forestry
contractor businesses

Answer:

6. What is your view on the intervention rates used?
Increasing Farm productivity
40% of eligible costs
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
40% of eligible costs
Boosting Rural Tourism
Commercial, profit making project – up to 40%
Makes some profit to offset costs but is not intended to make a
profit – up to 80%

Generates no income – up to 100%
Providing Rural Services
Commercial, profit making project – up to 40%
Makes some profit to offset costs but is not intended to make a
profit – up to 80%
Generates no income – up to 100%
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
If grant is less than €200,000 up to 100% under the Industrial de
minimis state aid rules
Increasing Forestry productivity
40% of eligible costs

Answer:

7. When the programme started LAGs had some discretion over the intervention
rate awarded. However, during the programme, the RPA restricted the
intervention rates to be used to 40%, 80% and 100%. Do you think that the
LAG should have the ability lower intervention rates and why should it have
that discretion?
Answer

8. The LAG had a minimum grant of £5,000 and a maximum grant of £100,000.
Do you think these limits are acceptable if not please explain why?
Answer

9. This programme has a great emphasis on “rules” than any previous
programme. We would welcome your views on the level and application of the
rules.
Answer:

10. As a board member we would welcome your views on the operation of the
board, for example, were there enough meetings, did you have sufficient
information to make decisions and would you have liked greater input into the
delivery of the projects
Answer:

11. Looking to the future what do you think are the priorities / areas that any rural
grant funding should be directed at.
Answer:

12. Finally, are there any other comments you would like to make?
Answer:

# Business Size
Micro – fewer than 10 employees - £1.7m or less turnover
Small – Fewer than 50 employees - £8.5m or less turnover
Medium – fewer than 250 employees - £42.5m or less turnover OR £36.m or
less annual balance sheet total

Appendix 12 Results of Members questionnaire

How did you become aware of Plain Action?

How did you become aware of Plain Action?

MEMBER 1 VA

MEMBER 2 PA

Royal Wootton Bassett C of C

In my role as Chairman of The
I was approached by Alan at a
Wiltshire Wildlife Trust I was a
Community Area Partnership
member of the Sustain the
meeting
Plain group

MEMBER 4 VA

MEMBER 5 PA

I became aware of Vale Action
and other groups whilst
Follow on from Sustain the Plain
working for the Chambers of
Commerce
MEMBER 7 PA

How did you become aware of Plain Action?

How did you become aware of Plain Action?

MEMBER 8 VA

Through local authority,
Wiltshire Council. Was
Through discussion with the
appointed as LA representative Chair of Vale Action
to first LEADER Group in this

MEMBER 3 VA

MEMBER 6 PA

I was a member of previous
Leader Local Action Groups
MEMBER 9 VA

Through business links with
Community First

MEMBER 10 VA/PA

MEMBER 11 VA

MEMBER 12 PA

I learnt about LEADER from
Andi Witcombe, when I took
over from her in November
2019.

Through direct contact with Geraldine
McKibbin

Through Devizes Area
Community Planning
Partnership (but so long ago I
can’t be sure!)

If you were involved in a previous LEADER programme what do you think of this programme in
comparison.?

If you were involved in a previous LEADER programme what do you think of this programme in
comparison.?

If you were involved in a previous LEADER programme what do you think of this programme in
comparison.?

If you were involved in a previous LEADER programme what do you think of this programme in
comparison.?

MEMBER 1 VA

MEMBER 2 PA

MEMBER 3 VA

Not previously involved.

With experience of working on
a previous programme we were
better able to identify needs
N/A
and the effectiveness of any
grant

MEMBER 4 VA

MEMBER 5 PA

MEMBER 7 PA

MEMBER 8 VA

MEMBER 6 PA
The long-delayed start, the
constant stopping and starting,
Slightly more complex, has had a the lack of clarity, and the
Much more focused on a sector
lot of issues to deal with
seemingly never-ending
which normally would not have
especially at the start but overall changes to reporting
even known that it was
has achieved a better result for its requirements, documentation
available
grants.
and processes, have all
contributed to a far from
satisfactory programme.
Have been involved since
initial programme. The process
has become increasingly
bureaucratic and with less local
N/A
influence which makes it
difficult to maintain interest
and enthusiasm in local
management groups.
MEMBER 10 VA/PA

MEMBER 11 VA

n/a

Not applicable

MEMBER 9 VA

I wasn’t directly involved in
previous programmes. I was just
aware of it after it closed

MEMBER 12 PA

MEMBER 1 VA

MEMBER 2 PA

They cover most things.

I’m not sure increasing forestry
productivity was particularly
helpful. I think there should
Encouraging and supporting
have been something about
young people to work on farms
encouraging apprenticeships in
rural businesses, especially
traditional crafts.

MEMBER 4 VA

MEMBER 5 PA

In addition to above priorities
which I believe to be about
right, I would add small
business manufacture and
innovation

The single most significant
omission is the ability to bring
forward and support schemes
No the range of subjects fits fairly that will strengthen local
communities. Schemes that
well with the local landscape.
often require only modest
funding but have great impact
on local wellbeing.

MEMBER 3 VA

What is your view of the national priorities set and are there other priorities that you feel should
have been included.?
Increasing Farm productivity
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
Boosting Rural Tourism
Providing Rural Services
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
Increasing Forestry productivity

What is your view of the national priorities set and are there other priorities that you feel should
have been included.?
Increasing Farm productivity
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
Boosting Rural Tourism
Providing Rural Services
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
Increasing Forestry productivity

MEMBER 6 PA

MEMBER 7 PA

MEMBER 8 VA

The priorities are fine as far as
These are OK and sufficiently
they go. It would be helpful to
broad to cover most productive
add a specific environment and
activities.
climate change category.

MEMBER 9 VA

This was a broad range of
priorities but they focussed on
business grants. There was little
to encourage community
projects which I feel should
have been included

What is your view of the national priorities set and are there other priorities that you feel should
have been included.?
Increasing Farm productivity
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
Boosting Rural Tourism
Providing Rural Services
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
Increasing Forestry productivity
MEMBER 10 VA/PA

What is your view of the national priorities set and are there other priorities that you feel should
have been included.?
Increasing Farm productivity
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
Boosting Rural Tourism
Providing Rural Services
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
Increasing Forestry productivity

MEMBER 11 VA

MEMBER 12 PA

I believe that the priorities are a good
mix and blend. Particularly in view of
the current situation, it would be
interesting to consider if there should
be a priority about increasing local
social networks and facilities for groups
to meet – since many of these lead to
sharing knowledge and increasing use
These priorities cover the bulk of local businesses, and keep that
spending power in the local economy.
of the rural economy and
particularly help to make farm However, I appreciate that it would be
really difficult to assess the cost/benefit Seemed fine for our area
businesses more resilient as
they transition away from the of doing this, and I am not fully up to
speed with other sources of funding for
Common Agricultural Policy
those types of activity. I think that the
post Brexit.
business objectives should be clearer
and less subject to change during the
programme – ie increasing employment
and/or revenue. Whilst increasing
revenue might be seen to be in the self
interest of the applicant, there would
be a long term benefit in the stability of
their business and tax revenues etc.

MEMBER 1 VA

Although the local priorities set out in the bid were similar to those national ones they were not
used as the application process was geared to the national priorities. What is your view as to
whether the local or national priorities should be those used to appraise an application on?

Local needs, where applicable.
They will be different all over
the country. The money is for
I think local priorities should
local people so local needs
play a stronger role
should be the priority. Having
said that, the scope is pretty
wide anyway.

MEMBER 4 VA

Although the local priorities set out in the bid were similar to those national ones they were not
used as the application process was geared to the national priorities. What is your view as to
whether the local or national priorities should be those used to appraise an application on?

MEMBER 2 PA

MEMBER 5 PA

MEMBER 3 VA

Local, definitely

MEMBER 6 PA

Each programme starts with a
bid process that results in
To achieve a ‘one fits all’ scenario
I thought the local priorities
awards to local LAGs. It is at the
to a National theme is not a true
delivered by Vale Action were
bid stage that local priorities
representation and for our LAG to
about right and this was
should be defined and if
take a local slant was more
demonstrated by the mixture
accepted should have equal
representative of the suitability to
of beneficiaries
significance as national
the area of responsibility.
priorities when appraising
grant applications.

Although the local priorities set out in the bid were similar to those national ones they were not
used as the application process was geared to the national priorities. What is your view as to
whether the local or national priorities should be those used to appraise an application on?

Although the local priorities set out in the bid were similar to those national ones they were not
used as the application process was geared to the national priorities. What is your view as to
whether the local or national priorities should be those used to appraise an application on?

MEMBER 7 PA

MEMBER 8 VA

MEMBER 9 VA

Local priorities as national
priorities tend to reflect an
urban view of rural areas!

Local priorities should certainly
Both sets of priorities should be
be considered and given due
used
weighting.

MEMBER 10 VA/PA

MEMBER 11 VA

MEMBER 12 PA

I believe that at the start of each
programme the national priorities
National priorities that deliver should be reviewed and any vitally
local flavour and identify local important local one(s) added. And
needs and challenges feels like these should then only be changed in
Clearly local priorities should
a good approach to ensure
extremis, to avoid changing the
take precedence
consistency from one are to
programme and ensuing communication
another while also maintaining while the programme is in flight. If we
local identity.
do consider adding local priorities, then
we would need robust information to
use as the basis for the decision making.

MEMBER 1 VA

MEMBER 2 PA

MEMBER 3 VA

What is you view on the applicant eligibility criteria?

Increasing Farm productivity
1a) A project to improve the overall performance and sustainability of an agricultural holding
Farms of any size
1b) An Investment in improving animal health and welfare
Farmers
Groups of farmers
Horticultural producers
1c) A project for processing primary agricultural produce to add value
Farmers
Horticultural producers
Landowners
Micro and small processing businesses
Someone who wants to start a processing business
1d) Investments in reservoirs and irrigation
Farmers
Groups of farmers
Horticultural producers
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
People who want to start a business in the LAG area
Farming or horticultural businesses that want to diversify into non-farming or
non-horticultural activities
Micro and small businesses including social enterprises, in the LAG area#
Boosting Rural Tourism
Commercial, profit making project
I can’t think of a sector that has
been left out so I think the
Micro and small businesses, including social enterprises
criteria is reasonable.
Farmers wanting to diversify into tourism
Charities
Making some income to offset costs but is not intended to make a profit
Rural businesses including social enterprises
Farmers
Landowners
People or groups representing rural communities
Charities
Public Bodies
Generates no income
Rural businesses including social enterprises
Farmers
Landowners
People or groups representing rural communities
Public Bodies
Providing Rural Services
New or existing micro or small businesses
Rural Community organisations
Charities
Public or private entities working in partnership with micro and small businesses and rural
community groups
Local authorities in exceptional circumstances
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
Landowners
Rural Community groups
Local authorities in exceptional circumstances
Increasing Forestry productivity
Private forest holders and micro, small or medium sized forestry contractor businesses

I have no view on this

MEMBER 4 VA

MEMBER 5 PA

MEMBER 6 PA

What is you view on the applicant eligibility criteria?

Increasing Farm productivity
1a) A project to improve the overall performance and sustainability of an
agricultural holding
Farms of any size
1b) An Investment in improving animal health and welfare
Farmers
Groups of farmers
Horticultural producers
1c) A project for processing primary agricultural produce to add value
Farmers
Horticultural producers
Landowners
Micro and small processing businesses
Someone who wants to start a processing business
1d) Investments in reservoirs and irrigation
Farmers
Groups of farmers
Horticultural producers
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
People who want to start a business in the LAG area
Farming or horticultural businesses that want to diversify into non-farming or
non-horticultural activities
Micro and small businesses including social enterprises, in the LAG area#
Boosting Rural Tourism
Commercial, profit making project
Micro and small businesses, including social enterprises
Farmers wanting to diversify into tourism
Charities
Making some income to offset costs but is not intended to make a profit
Rural businesses including social enterprises
Farmers
Landowners
People or groups representing rural communities
Charities
Public Bodies
Generates no income
Rural businesses including social enterprises
Farmers
Landowners
People or groups representing rural communities
Public Bodies
Providing Rural Services
New or existing micro or small businesses
Rural Community organisations
Charities
Public or private entities working in partnership with micro and small
businesses and rural community groups
Local authorities in exceptional circumstances
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
Landowners
Rural Community groups
Local authorities in exceptional circumstances
Increasing Forestry productivity
Private forest holders and micro, small or medium sized forestry
contractor businesses

Overall, the different groups
covering the Applicant Eligibility
Criteria were well represented by
Not my particular sector but
their respective clusters. It was
respect other panel members'
more noticeable that the
view, any support that
wealthier the company the easier
improves productivity,
it was to cope/have support with
performance and sustainability
the paperwork. Possibly a too
should be welcome
diverse range and if repeated it
could be considered splitting the
range of criteria?

Businesses should only be
eligible for support if they are
registered in the UK, and are
subject to UK taxes.

MEMBER 10 VA/PA

MEMBER 11 VA

MEMBER 12 PA

Against the background of seeing the
programme in action, I think these
criteria are fine. They seem to be
suitably wide ranging and flexible.

In the farming sector very few
of the applications that came
before us would make a serious
impact on employment and it
was vain to think it would.
Hopefully it has improved
sustainability of the rural
economy and in terms of the
improvements to community
facilities made the area a more
attractive one to live in.

What is you view on the applicant eligibility criteria?

Increasing Farm productivity
1a) A project to improve the overall performance and sustainability of an
agricultural holding
Farms of any size
1b) An Investment in improving animal health and welfare
Farmers
Groups of farmers
Horticultural producers
1c) A project for processing primary agricultural produce to add value
Farmers
Horticultural producers
Landowners
Micro and small processing businesses
Someone who wants to start a processing business
1d) Investments in reservoirs and irrigation
Farmers
Groups of farmers
Horticultural producers
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
People who want to start a business in the LAG area
Farming or horticultural businesses that want to diversify into non-farming or
non-horticultural activities
Micro and small businesses including social enterprises, in the LAG area#
Boosting Rural Tourism
Commercial, profit making project
Micro and small businesses, including social enterprises
Farmers wanting to diversify into tourism
Charities
Making some income to offset costs but is not intended to make a profit
Rural businesses including social enterprises
Farmers
Landowners
People or groups representing rural communities
Charities
Public Bodies
Generates no income
Rural businesses including social enterprises
Farmers
Landowners
People or groups representing rural communities
Public Bodies
Providing Rural Services
New or existing micro or small businesses
Rural Community organisations
Charities
Public or private entities working in partnership with micro and small
businesses and rural community groups
Local authorities in exceptional circumstances
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
Landowners
Rural Community groups
Local authorities in exceptional circumstances
Increasing Forestry productivity
Private forest holders and micro, small or medium sized forestry
contractor businesses

The eligibility criteria as laid
out above makes the scheme
open to farmers and growers
from across the Vale Action
area.

MEMBER 1 VA

MEMBER 2 PA

MEMBER 3 VA

What is your view on the intervention rates used?
Increasing Farm productivity
40% of eligible costs
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
40% of eligible costs
Boosting Rural Tourism
Commercial, profit making project – up to 40%
Makes some profit to offset costs but is not intended to make a profit –
up to 80%
40% should be higher, more
Generates no income – up to 100%
like 60%
Providing Rural Services
Commercial, profit making project – up to 40%
Makes some profit to offset costs but is not intended to make a profit –
up to 80%
Generates no income – up to 100%
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
If grant is less than €200,000 up to 100% under the Industrial de
minimis state aid rules
Increasing Forestry productivity
40% of eligible costs

I think Providing Cultural and
heritage activity should have a
cap of 80% and the extra 20%
Increasing farm productivity &
given 10% each to Increasing
supporting farm diversification
Farm productivity and
should take priority
Supporting micro and small
businesses and farm
diversification

MEMBER 4 VA

MEMBER 5 PA

MEMBER 6 PA

What is your view on the intervention rates used?
Increasing Farm productivity
40% of eligible costs

What was really disappointing is
that when this scheme was set up
the initial intervention rates were
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
indicated to be at 10% and
40% of eligible costs
eventually moved to 40% on
average, once this change
Boosting Rural Tourism
happened a lot of companies
Commercial, profit making project – up to 40%
dropped their interest to invest as
Makes some profit to offset costs but is not intended to make a profit –
the cost was too high. Difficult
up to 80%
I would concur with above rates
answer a 40% intervention rate
Yes – see answer to Q6
Generates no income – up to 100%
used
indicates a business that would
have a reasonable trading history
Providing Rural Services
with sufficient funds to carry any
Commercial, profit making project – up to 40%
work prior to receiving its grants
Makes some profit to offset costs but is not intended to make a profit –
up to two months later. What has
up to 80%
to be considered is that are you
Generates no income – up to 100%
supporting a ‘Start -up’ business
or supporting existing SME’s
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
access to funds to expand?
If grant is less than €200,000 up to 100% under the Industrial de

minimis state aid rules
Increasing Forestry productivity
40% of eligible costs

MEMBER 7 PA

MEMBER 8 VA

MEMBER 9 VA

What is your view on the intervention rates used?
Increasing Farm productivity
40% of eligible costs
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
40% of eligible costs
Boosting Rural Tourism
Commercial, profit making project – up to 40%
Makes some profit to offset costs but is not intended to make a profit –
up to 80%
These seem OK but there
Generates no income – up to 100%
should be some flexibility.
Providing Rural Services
Commercial, profit making project – up to 40%
Makes some profit to offset costs but is not intended to make a profit –
up to 80%
Generates no income – up to 100%
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
If grant is less than €200,000 up to 100% under the Industrial de
minimis state aid rules
Increasing Forestry productivity
40% of eligible costs

Generally this was okay but we
These seemed to work well and
didn’t appreciate then being
reasonably encouraged a good
challenged by RPA/Defra when
range of projects to come
we wanted to flex the
forward.
intervention rate

MEMBER 10 VA/PA

MEMBER 11 VA

MEMBER 12 PA

What is your view on the intervention rates used?
Increasing Farm productivity
40% of eligible costs

I think that I don’t have sufficient
information to comment on these levels
of intervention – eg how many business
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
ideas weren’t put forward because they
40% of eligible costs
The intervention rates outlined would have needed a greater
intervention rate. For instance, were
above follow generally
Boosting Rural Tourism
there some really brilliant ideas out
accepted rates in other areas
Commercial, profit making project – up to 40%
there which would have needed greater
and with other government
Makes some profit to offset costs but is not intended to make a profit – schemes. Where projects are seed funding but would have led to
up to 80%
significant returns. Having said that, my
demonstrating genuine
Generates no income – up to 100%
innovation and testing of new counter argument is that if there was
such a strong business proposition but
ways of working, perhaps
Providing Rural Services
intervention could be higher to additional seed funding was needed,
Commercial, profit making project – up to 40%
acknowledge the risk of “taking then commercial loans would be
Makes some profit to offset costs but is not intended to make a profit – the plunge” into the unknown available to provide that funding, and
up to 80%
the business owner would need to
and being an early adopter.
Generates no income – up to 100%
make a risk/reward judgement about
whether to take on such a loan. On
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
balance then, the intervention rate
If grant is less than €200,000 up to 100% under the Industrial de
seems to be about right.

minimis state aid rules

Increasing Forestry productivity
40% of eligible costs

Fixed rates like this, whilst easy
to implement, don’t take
account of the needs of the
individual project.

When the programme started LAGs had some discretion over the intervention rate awarded.
However during the programme, the RPA restricted the intervention rates to be used to 40%,
80% and 100%. Do you think that the LAG should have the ability lower intervention rates and
why should it have that discretion?

MEMBER 1 VA

MEMBER 2 PA

MEMBER 3 VA

I think the LAG should have
discretion in both directions.

The LAGs should have
discretion over the
intervention rate. Their local
knowledge.

Absolutely should have been
down to the LAG

MEMBER 4 VA

When the programme started LAGs had some discretion over the intervention rate awarded.
However during the programme, the RPA restricted the intervention rates to be used to 40%,
80% and 100%. Do you think that the LAG should have the ability lower intervention rates and
why should it have that discretion?

MEMBER 5 PA

As answered above are you
supporting existing business’s
looking to expand or supporting a
‘Start-up’ business environment?
– it would depend on the
requirement?If the ultimate goal
is to create jobs then any business
that has a sound business plan,
has responsible management, be
it a one-man band to an
Above rates are a good
expanding established company
guideline. However, as LAGs
should be encouraged to expand
are on the ground, inevitably and create jobs. To achieve this, I
there are going to be the
feel the LAG should possibly have
occasional projects where their a different way of liaising and
discretion could be used and
controlling any funding to make
make a real difference.
sure the money is spent wisely
and productively? Their may be a
need to build a relationship with
INSPIRE/OR SIMILAR who can
evaluate a business plan, build a
strategy to take a company
forward/sit gently on their
shoulders and see sustained
growth over the coming future.
Built in management support for a
given period?

MEMBER 6 PA

When the programme started LAGs had some discretion over the intervention rate awarded.
However during the programme, the RPA restricted the intervention rates to be used to 40%,
80% and 100%. Do you think that the LAG should have the ability lower intervention rates and
why should it have that discretion?

MEMBER 7 PA

MEMBER 8 VA

MEMBER 9 VA

As above and importantly the
LAG will be more aware of the
local context of the recipient
project

Yes, LAGs should have the
ability to lower intervention
rates. An important
consideration is value for
money and overall reach and
effectiveness of the funding. If
a project can work with a lower
intervention rate and this can
be agreed then this allows an
overall bigger range of projects
to be supported.

The LAG should absolutely have
discretion to flex invention
rates. They are the people on
the ground, with local
knowledge, local expertise.
They are giving up their time to
sit on the LAG and need to know
their input is valued and
recognised

MEMBER 10 VA/PA

When the programme started LAGs had some discretion over the intervention rate awarded.
However during the programme, the RPA restricted the intervention rates to be used to 40%,
80% and 100%. Do you think that the LAG should have the ability lower intervention rates and
why should it have that discretion?

MEMBER 11 VA

MEMBER 12 PA

With the members being “non
technical” volunteers committing
relatively limited time to reviewing the
Where individual funding
projects, I think that it puts the
streams prove particularly
members in a very difficult position to
popular or where lower
make decisions on flexible intervention
intervention rates do not make
rates. I would be happy to consider
the investment unviable it may
lower intervention rates if we can come
be appropriate to take a
up with a robust process to decide if a
demand based dynamic
lower rate is appropriate, eg based on
approach to the rates applied.
the “pay back” from increasing the
However in most cases
number of employees (or revenue?) in
changing rates significantly mida business. Following that argument
programme would just cause
See note above LAG should
suggests that the intervention rate
annoyance to those who
have discretion over rate.
should be based on £s per projected
applied when at a different
increase in employment. Which leads
rate… It may be just as
to the question of: how then is the
important to consider shifting
project followed up, and are there
funds from one stream to
penalties if the employment isn’t
another when appropriate to
increased as projected? And then the
encourage take up or meet
follow up question to that is about how
demand. Any discretion
we track any “creative accounting” of
exercised should be consulted
employment statistics.Therefore, in
upon and evidenced with a
principle, I’m happy with the idea of
clear rationale.
flexible intervention rates, but it needs
some smart thinking about how this
would work in practice.

MEMBER 1 VA

The LAG had a minimum grant of £5,000 and a maximum grant of £100,000. Do you think these
limits are acceptable if not please explain why?

MEMBER 2 PA

MEMBER 3 VA

Acceptable. Much lower and
the amount / application
process ratio would be stupid.
More than £100k means less
funding for other projects.

Yes acceptable

I think the minimum was
acceptable (otherwise the LAG
would have been inundated
with requests) however the
upper limit should have had a
little leeway, say 10% extra
under exceptional
circumstances

MEMBER 4 VA

MEMBER 5 PA

The LAG had a minimum grant of £5,000 and a maximum grant of £100,000. Do you think these
About right.
limits are acceptable if not please explain why?

MEMBER 6 PA

In general terms the limits are
acceptable, and I recognise that
NO - anything under £5k is not
a proliferation of small grants
worth the paperwork but a
considerably increases the
maximum grant up to £100k is
administrative burden.
limiting especially if a company
However, LAGs should have the
comes forward and has a high job
discretion to accept grant
input then I think £250k could be
applications for less than £5000
the upper limit. Beyond this figure
where the need for, and
I suspect he LEP may step in and
perceived benefits of, the
consider supporting.
project is of great local
importance.

MEMBER 7 PA

The LAG had a minimum grant of £5,000 and a maximum grant of £100,000. Do you think these
limits are acceptable if not please explain why?

Yes, except the cost of
processing and administration
for a £5,000 grant is out of
A lower minimum would be
proportion to this size of grant.
useful, some very small
My feeling is that the Leader
businesses can be transformed programme should be in the
with a grant of just £1,000.
range £25,000 to £150,000.
There should be a streamlined
micro scheme for grants of
£2,500 to £25,000.

MEMBER 10 VA/PA

The LAG had a minimum grant of £5,000 and a maximum grant of £100,000. Do you think these
limits are acceptable if not please explain why?

MEMBER 8 VA

MEMBER 9 VA

Initially I felt there may be a
case for smaller grants but with
hindsight I think a lower limit of
£5000 is appropriate. The upper
limit is fine

MEMBER 11 VA
In principle the limits are OK, and
especially with the admin required to
request a grant. However, I would
Within the context of the
really like us to be able to award smaller
overall budget, yes. It would
grants, possibly with a higher
be worth hearing from
intervention rate, to micro business
businesses who chose not to
start ups, and with a much simpler
apply or pulled out of
application process. The project that
applications. For many small
comes to my mind is the one where we
projects, the minimum number
provided sheep tagging and tracking
may have proved a bit on the
equipment. How many other micro
high side.
businesses are around that would
benefit from some seed funding of less
that £5,000?

MEMBER 12 PA

Given the funds available
probably OK. Given the
amount of ‘paperwork’ needed
to apply for a grant the lower
level was actually fixed by the
persistence of the applicant

MEMBER 1 VA

This programme has a great emphasis on “rules” than any previous programme. We would
welcome your views on the level and application of the rules.

Ridiculously onerous.

MEMBER 4 VA

This programme has a great emphasis on “rules” than any previous programme. We would
welcome your views on the level and application of the rules.

MEMBER 2 PA

MEMBER 3 VA

Perhaps “rules” could be
adjusted by the local LAGs in
consultation with the
programme managers who
have a practical knowledge of
the area.

The rules never seemed to be
either (a) particularly well
planned (b) fully implemented
(c) diligently applied. At times
they were laughably
inappropriate for the task in
hand. There was little or no
trust either implied or assumed
in the LAG being able to make
decisions for the benefit of the
communities they represented.

MEMBER 5 PA
One of the downsides and waste
of time of this programme has
been adhering to the rules and
regulations needed to be met to
I would accept the emphasis on achieve any end goal. If NOW
rules but they could also
more than ever before, if a new
eliminate some very good
initiative/programme is
projects in the rural
introduced then we need to be on
community. Allow LAGs some top of the paperwork- hands on
discretion.
supporting business’s get up and
running to help create a vibrant
economy and work our way out of
the economic downturn we are
facing!

MEMBER 6 PA

I have no objection to rules
when they form part of a
scheme that is well conceived,
has been subject to full
consultation, and has
everything in place from the
start – rules, procedures and
documentation.

MEMBER 7 PA

This programme has a great emphasis on “rules” than any previous programme. We would
welcome your views on the level and application of the rules.

Having a clear framework is
fine. My concern was that the
rules did seem to change
There are far too many rules! I during the course of the
do not believe there is
programme without
evidence of widespread
consultation and there seemed
malpractice in LEADER groups to a wish to reduce LAG
and red tape kills initiative.
discretion. If carried on too far
this would obviate the benefit
of having an informed LAG
volunteer management group.

MEMBER 10 VA/PA

This programme has a great emphasis on “rules” than any previous programme. We would
welcome your views on the level and application of the rules.

MEMBER 8 VA

Rules are fine if they are clear,
justified and defensible and
they do not delay applications.
As a general rule though,
simplification would be
welcomed.

MEMBER 9 VA
If we all had full clarity on the
rules at the beginning it would
have been clearer but I believe
some rules were changed as we
went through the programme,
sometimes without notice or
consultation. Even things like
the application form, the
handbook at help LAG staff. It
did seem overly bureauacratic
the need for forms, hard
signatures, the reviews etc.

MEMBER 11 VA

MEMBER 12 PA

The rules haven’t seemed too onerous
to me – especially as we are allocating
funds as grants, so we need to take
great care in making use of public (ie
“our”) money in this way

I found the amount of rules and
the inevitable cost of
implementing them – both to
the programme and to the
applicants wholly
unacceptable. Having worked
mostly in the charity sector I
was appalled at the amount of
the original grant pot available
that was lost to admin. This
should be reduced to 10% or
less.

As a board member we would welcome your views on the operation of the board, for example,
were there enough meetings, did you have sufficient information to make decisions and would
you have liked greater input into the delivery of the projects

As a board member we would welcome your views on the operation of the board, for example,
were there enough meetings, did you have sufficient information to make decisions and would
you have liked greater input into the delivery of the projects

MEMBER 1 VA

MEMBER 2 PA

MEMBER 3 VA

I think it has all worked very
well

I was personally extremely
satisfied with the way the
My experience as a board
board was managed, with the
member for many years is that frequency of the meetings and
all the programmes have been in particular with the way the
very ‘professionally’ and very LAG was run. I was never at any
well managed.
time asked to make a decision
without sufficient information
being made available.

MEMBER 4 VA

MEMBER 5 PA

I think the current board along
with its Manager and Assistant has
done an excellent job especially
as this has not been the easiest of
programmes and has certainly
Good balance of board
covered all the aspects of running
members with expertise from a
this programme as mentioned
range of sectors.
above. Any greater input would
come from each individual at the
time of discussion and all the
Board members were allowed any
input they required at the time.

MEMBER 6 PA

The Plain Action Board, was
extremely well served by its
officers, but I am concerned
that it was not more
presentative of the local
communities it serves, and that
availability of the grant funding
opportunities was not more
widely circulated.

As a board member we would welcome your views on the operation of the board, for example,
were there enough meetings, did you have sufficient information to make decisions and would
you have liked greater input into the delivery of the projects

As a board member we would welcome your views on the operation of the board, for example,
were there enough meetings, did you have sufficient information to make decisions and would
you have liked greater input into the delivery of the projects

MEMBER 7 PA

MEMBER 8 VA

MEMBER 9 VA

Plain Action’s board was very
constructive and given
excellent support from the
Programme Manager.
However, the board should be
provided with all the available
information and be able to
make decisions not just
advisory to the Managing
Authority. Visits to active
projects have proved very
instructive and, if there is a
future programme, will be
helpful in the evaluation
process.

The board was very well run and
programme staff did an
excellent job in keeping us
informed and involved. We had
the opportunity to change the
This worked well. I felt well
format and frequency of our
informed. There might have
meetings but members felt
been some more opportunities
meeting once every 2 months
to use the expertise in the
was right. Papers were
management team more
circulated well in advance
directly with the applicants but
although it was time consuming
there were good examples
to read everything due to the
where this did happen.
number of forms linked to each
application etc. The idea of site
visits was v well received and
the ‘tour’ of projects towards
the end was appreciated

MEMBER 10 VA/PA

MEMBER 11 VA

MEMBER 12 PA

As I have only been in my role
for a short period of time I
cannot answer this question.

I am very happy with the way that the
board has operated. We have always
been provided with appropriate
information, and Alan and Lesley have
been excellent at preparing
documentation and briefing us at the
board meetings. I do sometimes think
that it is a shame that applicants don’t
gain more from the whole range of
experience from the board members. I
appreciate that this would not be easy
to do in advance of the funding being
awarded, due to the need to operate a
“clean” process without us being
influenced by personal contact with the
applicants. But it could be done after
the grant has been awarded to help
with the success of the project and
applicant’s business. NB – it’s
interesting that in the one time I did
contact an applicant and offer to “help”,
my offer was treated with suspicion that
I was trying to make some money out of
it myself – I was quite taken aback!

Board worked well – adequate
information for decision
making and plenty of
opportunity to question.

MEMBER 1 VA
Given the real world post
COVID19, if this scheme (or a
similar one) should start I think
a lot of existing businesses will
need help to re-grow – or start
Looking to the future what do you think are the priorities / areas that any rural grant funding should again. With this is mind the
be directed at.
criteria should be more loosely
interpreted and the application
process simplified. Having
been part of the committee I
couldn’t face the application
process if I wanted a grant.
MEMBER 4 VA

MEMBER 2 PA

MEMBER 3 VA

Grants should be there to
support local rural projects
selected by people with local
knowledge

Right now? Increasing Farm
productivity, Increasing Farm
productivity, Increasing Farm
productivity, Increasing Farm
productivity and Increasing
Farm productivity

MEMBER 5 PA

In view of the current Coronavirus
supporting existing businesses
will obviously be a requirement
Bearing in mind that rural
but after this ‘lockdown’ many
communities are changing, and
lives will change possibly the way
this also applies to the
Looking to the future what do you think are the priorities / areas that any rural grant funding should
we live and work and any new
workplace, future funding
be directed at.
programme needs to adapt to that
should encourage
future – be selective concentrate
entrepreneurship and
on viable businesses and make
innovation.
sure things are thoroughly
researched, supported and
encouraged.

MEMBER 6 PA

Sustaining locally based, micro,
small and medium sized
businesses, supporting new
initiatives, and building
resilience in local communities.

MEMBER 7 PA

MEMBER 8 VA

: Innovation and diversification Supporting physical rural
Looking to the future what do you think are the priorities / areas that any rural grant funding should
in farming and sustainability in services and small town high
be directed at.
all areas of the rural economy. streets.

MEMBER 10 VA/PA

MEMBER 9 VA

We should continue to reflect
local and national priorities,
taking guidance from LEPs. And
community projects will be
important in future

MEMBER 11 VA

Productivity, innovation and
meeting local priorities. We
are keen to see opportunities
Looking to the future what do you think are the priorities / areas that any rural grant funding should maintained to support on farm Nothing that I haven’t mentioned
be directed at.
investment in the core
already.
business as well as supporting
diversification projects that
benefit the local economy.

MEMBER 12 PA

Much as now

Finally, are there any other comments you would like to make?

MEMBER 4 VA

MEMBER 5 PA

MEMBER 6 PA

It would be nice if broadband
was fully available to all rural
areas as this could hold back
any potential growth.

Despite the frustrations
experienced throughout the
current scheme, it has still
been possible to provide grant
funding to a good number of
diverse schemes that will have
lasting benefit across the Plain
Action area. Leader
If we are going to have a new
programmes have provided
programme with funds to create huge added-value benefits,
jobs and build a workable society, over many years in rural areas.
we need to have less restrictions A great wealth of experience
on red tape, after all with
has been built within the
Wiltshire Council involved that is officer teams that administer
a good check on one’s progress.
LAG programmes. Government
KIS - Keep It Simple!
needs urgently to commit to a
new scheme of locally based
rural grant funding and embark
on transitioning measures that
will help preserve the highly
respected local expertise that
will be essential to the
achievement of future
successes.

MEMBER 1 VA

Finally, are there any other comments you would like to make?

More site visits to see the
projects where possible,
especially after they have been
completd.

MEMBER 2 PA

MEMBER 3 VA

It would be criminally insane
not to continue with locally
managed funding of vital rural
industries

MEMBER 7 PA

Finally, are there any other comments you would like to make?

: I believe that the LEADER
programme has been of
significant benefit to the rural
economy at least partially
because the LAGs comprise
local people with knowledge of
the practical rather than the
theoretical needs of their area.
In order to be able to attract
really engaged people onto the
LAGs they must be central to
the decision making process.

MEMBER 8 VA

MEMBER 9 VA

I have enjoyed being a LAG
management team member.
The LAG programme is valuable
and our particular LAG was very
well supported by its staff
team. The UK urgently needs to
develop and open its successor
scheme.

Well done to the programme
staff. I truly believe applicants
would not have managed
without their knowledge,
support and input. And I know
the Board wouldn’t either. They
were excellent at managing the
whole range of stakeholders. It
is essential that we have some
rural funding as we move
forward in 2020, and out of
Europe. Its also critical that
priorities and decision making is
made at a local level, with
guidance from National teams
and LEP. Previous LAG members
should be consulted and
involved in setting up any new
waves of lending. They have a
abundance of expertise to
share. Any future schemes
should be less bureaucratic,
more straight forward and with
faster turn around. Government
cant now blame Brussels for the
bureaucracy and form filling!

MEMBER 10 VA/PA

Finally, are there any other comments you would like to make?

n/a

MEMBER 11 VA

MEMBER 12 PA

As per Q11

Despite the great efforts made
by Alan and Leslie we still
didn’t seem to reach some
potential applicants – I was
thinking particularly of smaller
operations – one man bands.
Apart from knocking on doors I
don’t know quite what one
does.
Is there any scope for a survey
of how applicants came to us?
Some came through ‘agents’
spotting potential work for
themselves – but the rest?
Would that reveal gaps in the
marketing?

Appendix 13 - Applicant’s questionnaire

PLAIN ACTION 2014 – 2021 v PROGRAMME EVALUATION
Project Ref: …………………………………………………………
Project Name ……………………………………………………….
As we come to the end of this round of EU funding each Local Action Group is required
to carry out an evaluation of the work and projects they have delivered. An important part
of this evaluation is finding out how you as an applicant found the process of applying for
and receiving a grant. Also, we would like to hear from you any suggestions you may
have about making the process easier for you.
Can I ask you to complete the questionnaire below and return it to me by email at
atruscott@communityfirst.org.uk by 30 April 2020. All replies will be put into a hat and
the lucky one drawn out will receive a bottle of mead produced by Stone Circle Mead
from Ludgershall.

1. How did you hear about Plain Action and the grants on offer?
National advertising
Local advertising
Trade body
Local meetings
Plain Action website
Word of mouth

*
*
*
*
*
*

2. Was the information you received prior to completing an Expression of
Interest helpful to you or was there more information you needed?
Answer:

3. When you completed the Expression of Interest form was there any additional
help or information that would have helped you to complete it?
Answer:

4. When you completed the Full Application form and Appendix was there any
additional help, support or information that would have helped you to
complete it?
Answer:

5. Whilst your project was running was there any additional support you would
have liked?
Answer:

6. This was the first time the process has been fully electronic. We would like to
hear from you any problems you had and any changes that you think would
have made it easier for you.
Answer:

7. We would like to hear your view on what wider outputs / impact your project
has had on the local community over and above the outputs you stated you
would achieve.
Answer:

8. We recognise that that the process is highly regulated and bureaucratic and
would like to hear you views on the overall process.
Answer:

9. During your application and grant is there anything that would have helped
preparing the application and during the actual grant period?
Answer:

10. Looking to the future what do you think are the priorities / areas that any rural
grant funding should be directed at.
Answer:

11. Finally, are there any other comments you would like to make?
Answer:

Appendix 14 - Results of Applicant’s questionnaire

APPLICANT 1

How did you hear about Plain Action and the grants on offer?
National Advertising
Local Advertising
X
Trade Body
Local meeting
Plain Action Website
Word of mouth
APPLICANT 5

How did you hear about Plain Action and the grants on offer?
National Advertising
Local Advertising
X
Trade Body
Local meeting
Plain Action Website
Word of mouth
X
APPLICANT 9

How did you hear about Plain Action and the grants on offer?
National Advertising
Local Advertising
Trade Body
Local meeting
X
Plain Action Website
Word of mouth
APPLICANT 13

How did you hear about Plain Action and the grants on offer?
National Advertising
Local Advertising
x
Trade Body
Local meeting
Plain Action Website
Word of mouth

APPLICANT 2

APPLICANT 3

X

X

APPLICANT 6

APPLICANT 7

APPLICANT 4

X
APPLICANT 8

X

X

X

APPLICANT 10

APPLICANT 11

APPLICANT 12

x

x
X

APPLICANT 14

APPLICANT 15

APPLICANT 16

X
x
x

APPLICANT 17

How did you hear about Plain Action and the grants on offer?
National Advertising
Local Advertising
Trade Body
Local meeting
X
Plain Action Website
Word of mouth
APPLICANT 21

How did you hear about Plain Action and the grants on offer?
National Advertising
Local Advertising
Trade Body
Local meeting
X
Plain Action Website
Word of mouth
X
APPLICANT 25

How did you hear about Plain Action and the grants on offer?
National Advertising
Local Advertising
Trade Body
Local meeting
Plain Action Website
Word of mouth
X
APPLICANT 29

How did you hear about Plain Action and the grants on offer?
National Advertising
Local Advertising
Trade Body
Local meeting
Plain Action Website
Word of mouth
x

APPLICANT 18

APPLICANT 19

X

x

APPLICANT 20

x

APPLICANT 22

APPLICANT 23

APPLICANT 24

X

X
X

X
APPLICANT 26

APPLICANT 27

APPLICANT 28
X

X
X
x
X
APPLICANT 30

x

Was the information you received prior to completing an
Expression of Interest helpful to you or was there more
information you needed?

Was the information you received prior to completing an
Expression of Interest helpful to you or was there more
information you needed?

Was the information you received prior to completing an
Expression of Interest helpful to you or was there more
information you needed?

APPLICANT 1

APPLICANT 2

APPLICANT 3

APPLICANT 4

Helpful

Very helpful and informative

Yes

APPLICANT 5

APPLICANT 6

APPLICANT 7

Yes, the information was very
helpful, as was the support
received by Alan Truscott and
the office staff. No more
information was needed.

It was very helpful

APPLICANT 9

APPLICANT 10

APPLICANT 11

APPLICANT 12

helpful

The information was
satisfactory.

Help was always readily
available to explain the
process.

Yes

APPLICANT 8

very helpful

APPLICANT 13

Was the information you received prior to completing an
Expression of Interest helpful to you or was there more
information you needed?

Was the information you received prior to completing an
Expression of Interest helpful to you or was there more
information you needed?

Was the information you received prior to completing an
Expression of Interest helpful to you or was there more
information you needed?

APPLICANT 14

Yes, helpful, and possible could
have been less information if The information was helpful
possible

APPLICANT 15

APPLICANT 16

There was good information
supplied to understand the
process. The leader team
helped us to filter out the
irrelevant elements.

Helpful

APPLICANT 17

APPLICANT 18

APPLICANT 19

APPLICANT 20

It was helpful.

All information provided was
comprehensive and helpful.

Yes

We received the information
which we required

APPLICANT 21

APPLICANT 22

APPLICANT 23

No problems.

Yes pretty helpful, except the
Information was full and
time scale, which took longer
enabled timely initial
than expected but we received
submission
grant

Yes. The information was
sufficient, though helped by
the fact that the Museum had
recently completed another
project with VALE

APPLICANT 24

Was the information you received prior to completing an
Expression of Interest helpful to you or was there more
information you needed?

APPLICANT 25

APPLICANT 26

APPLICANT 27

APPLICANT 28

It was clear and we received very
good help and guidance from the
Vale Action staff team.

Yes, it was helpful

Helpful. No need for more
information.

Yes, no other information
required.

APPLICANT 29

Was the information you received prior to completing an
Expression of Interest helpful to you or was there more
information you needed?

APPLICANT 30

Difficult to answer definitively,
because the work prior to the
completion of the Expression of
Interest for this project was
undertaken by a predecessor who is no
longer employed. However, looking
Yes
through the electronic files which I can
currently access whilst on COVID-19
lockdown, I see no evidence that any
further information was needed prior
to completion.

When you completed the Expression of Interest form was
there any additional help or information that would have
helped you to complete it?

When you completed the Expression of Interest form was
there any additional help or information that would have
helped you to complete it?

When you completed the Expression of Interest form was
there any additional help or information that would have
helped you to complete it?

APPLICANT 1

APPLICANT 2

No

No any additional help I
No - couldn't have asked for
needed, Alan Truscott was able any more help/support, Alan
to advise and give to us.
was brilliant.

APPLICANT 5

APPLICANT 6

APPLICANT 7

No.

No.

The support we received from
Alan and Lesley was
outstanding. Communication
was quick, clear and answers
No
provided efficiently. It was very
pleasant interacting with both
our contacts.

APPLICANT 9

APPLICANT 10

APPLICANT 11

APPLICANT 12

No

forms of this nature should not
be in Excel. Excel is for
numbers. Drafting sentences in
Excel is tricky. The EoI form
should be Word

No

No

APPLICANT 3

APPLICANT 4

APPLICANT 8

APPLICANT 13

When you completed the Expression of Interest form was
there any additional help or information that would have
helped you to complete it?

When you completed the Expression of Interest form was
there any additional help or information that would have
helped you to complete it?

When you completed the Expression of Interest form was
there any additional help or information that would have
helped you to complete it?

APPLICANT 14

no, but again, could of done
No
with less information required

APPLICANT 15

APPLICANT 16

Yes certainly Helpful guidance
from the team helped us
understand the terminology
and what critical information
was required.

No - The personal assistance we received
and the access to someone with whom
we could discuss our queries was most
helpful

APPLICANT 17

APPLICANT 18

I can't think of any additional
information that would have
helped.

Yes, but this was due to my limited
attention span and overall
We relied on Alan Truscott
busyness. The team were able to
throughout the process
help me through any difficulties I
had.

APPLICANT 21

APPLICANT 22

Completing the Expression of
Interest was reasonably
straightforward though our
No problems , better phrased
comments above should be
questions but repeated
borne in mind. The wording of
questions.
the forms could have
benefitted from a course in
plain English.

APPLICANT 19

APPLICANT 20

If additional help was required,
we were able to contact Plain
Action for advice

APPLICANT 23

APPLICANT 24

No, all very clear

Help provided as necessary by
Programme Manager (PM)

APPLICANT 25

When you completed the Expression of Interest form was
there any additional help or information that would have
helped you to complete it?

When you completed the Expression of Interest form was
there any additional help or information that would have
helped you to complete it?

APPLICANT 26

APPLICANT 27

The written information/ guidance
was clear and we received very good No, now we have completed
No.
help and guidance from the Vale
one we could do it again easily.
Action staff team.

APPLICANT 29
APPLICANT 30
Again, difficult to answer definitively,
because the Expression of Interest for
this project was prepared and
submitted by a predecessor who is no
longer employed. However, looking
Meeting that I went to very
through the electronic files which I can helpful
currently access whilst on COVID-19
lockdown, I see no evidence that any
additional help or information was
needed.

APPLICANT 28

No, and it was very useful to
discuss the application
beforehand with the Plain
Action team.

APPLICANT 1

When you completed the Full Application form and Appendix
was there any additional help, support or information that
No
would have helped you to complete it?

APPLICANT 2

More suggestions and
explanations as to suitable
supporting evidence that
would help the application.

APPLICANT 3

APPLICANT 4

No - again Alan was brilliant.

Personally I received excellent
help from the LEADER grant
employees, Alan and Lesley.
Every applicant should be
based on its merits / goals and
based on 'local' priorities.

APPLICANT 17

When you completed the Full Application form and Appendix
was there any additional help, support or information that
No.
would have helped you to complete it?

APPLICANT 18

APPLICANT 19

Yes: the team helped me on
numerous occasions. I doubt I could We relied on Alan Truscott
have successfully completed the
throughout the process
process without them.

APPLICANT 20

If help was required Alan and
Lesley – Plain Action were on
hand to help

APPLICANT 29

When you completed the Full Application form and Appendix
was there any additional help, support or information that
would have helped you to complete it?

APPLICANT 30

Once again, this is difficult to answer
definitively, because the Full
Application Form and Appendix for this
project was prepared and submitted by
a predecessor who is no longer
employed. However, looking through
the electronic files which I can
currently access whilst on COVID-19
lockdown, I see no evidence that any
additional help, support or information It took a long time, I felt it
was needed. However, my recent,
could have been simplification
highly positive, experience of the Vale
Action LAG strongly indicates to me
that any requested additional help,
support or information would have
definitely been available. Vale Action
LAG appears to me to continue the
friendly, supportive ethos which, in my
experience, is characteristic of Leader
LAG groups around the country.

Whilst your project was running was there any additional
support you would have liked?

Whilst your project was running was there any additional
support you would have liked?

APPLICANT 1

APPLICANT 2

APPLICANT 3

APPLICANT 4

No

No, Alan and Lesley were
always available for help and
support.

No.

Personally I received excellent
help from the LEADER grant
employees, Alan and Lesley.

APPLICANT 5

APPLICANT 6

APPLICANT 7

APPLICANT 8

No, again we felt that Alan and
the office support staff could
not have been more helpful in
supporting us with our project, No.
which had a number of delays
and problems, that had to be
overcome and dealt with.

The support we received from
Alan and Lesley was
outstanding. Communication
was quick, clear and answers
No
provided efficiently. It was very
pleasant interacting with both
our contacts.

Whilst your project was running was there any additional
support you would have liked?

Whilst your project was running was there any additional
support you would have liked?

APPLICANT 9

APPLICANT 10

APPLICANT 11

APPLICANT 12

No

The support from Community
First was very professional
throughout the LEADER Grant
Application process.

No

no, we received lots of help
and support

APPLICANT 13

APPLICANT 14

APPLICANT 15

APPLICANT 16

No

Help on the initial claim was
invaluable and we were then
able to claim the rest
ourselves.

No. The direct assistance enabled most
queries to be resolved

No, we didn't require any.

APPLICANT 17

Whilst your project was running was there any additional
support you would have liked?

Alan Truscott was excellent
support throughout the running I had all the support I needed.
of the project.

APPLICANT 21

Whilst your project was running was there any additional
support you would have liked?

APPLICANT 18

APPLICANT 22

APPLICANT 19

APPLICANT 20

No only with the reporting
paperwork

No

APPLICANT 23

APPLICANT 24

No, not really. The project Start
No, everyone was always at the
Form was easy to complete and
Got from staff, Alan and Lesley end of the telephone if help
PM supportive throughout.
the Progrmme Variation Form
was needed
were straightforward

Whilst your project was running was there any additional
support you would have liked?

APPLICANT 25

APPLICANT 26

APPLICANT 27

APPLICANT 28

No. Help and guidance has always
been available when needed.

No, we had enough support.

No.

No.

APPLICANT 29

Whilst your project was running was there any additional
support you would have liked?

APPLICANT 30

Looking through the electronic files
which I can currently access whilst on
COVID-19 lockdown, I see no evidence
that any additional support has been
needed during the time to date that
the project has been running.
However, my recent experience of the Alan Truscott was really
Vale Action LAG, as I have taken over helpful, so that I felt well
this project, strongly indicates to me
supported
that any necessary, additional support
is definitely available. Vale Action LAG
appears to me to continue the friendly,
supportive ethos which, in my
experience, is characteristic of Leader
LAG groups around the country.

APPLICANT 1

APPLICANT 2

This was the first time the process has been fully electronic.
Lesley and Alan were always on Everything worked well
We would like to hear from you any problems you had and any hand to answer questions. All electronically once we had
changes that you think would have made it easier for you.
ran smoothly.
worked out how to use it.

APPLICANT 5
APPLICANT 6
The electronic application
forms etc. were generally easy
to manage, however we did
This was the first time the process has been fully electronic.
find the electronic
Being fully electronic was
We would like to hear from you any problems you had and any spreadsheets for costs etc. a bit
easier than paper based.
changes that you think would have made it easier for you.
temperamental and confusing,
so perhaps these could be
made a bit easier to use in the
future.
APPLICANT 9

This was the first time the process has been fully electronic.
We would like to hear from you any problems you had and any No problems
changes that you think would have made it easier for you.

APPLICANT 13

APPLICANT 10

APPLICANT 3

APPLICANT 4

No problems. Easy process.

Personally I received excellent
help from the LEADER grant
employees, Alan and Lesley.

APPLICANT 7

APPLICANT 8

The support we received from
Alan and Lesley was
outstanding. Communication
simplify the application
was quick, clear and answers
spreadsheets
provided efficiently. It was very
pleasant interacting with both
our contacts.
APPLICANT 11

APPLICANT 12

I experienced some annoying
technical difficulties due to
compatibility issues between
my Apple Mac computer and
No
the need to convert and export
files to Microsoft Word and
Excel to satisfy LEADER Grant
requirements.

As above – please change the
sentence based responses over
to a Word document

APPLICANT 14

APPLICANT 15

APPLICANT 16

No difficulties experienced

I could not have coped with the system
without the face to face and telephone
support

no problems, and can’t
remember specifics, but
This was the first time the process has been fully electronic.
sometimes the quantity of
No problems with it being
We would like to hear from you any problems you had and any information was quite
electronic
changes that you think would have made it easier for you.
overwhelming and would no
doubt put off some for applying
towards the grants.

APPLICANT 17

APPLICANT 18

APPLICANT 19

APPLICANT 20

None.

We struggled completing the
on line form. We did not fully
understand how the
information was collated on
the form and relied heavily on
Alan Truscott to help us
complete them.

A few teething problems with
worksheets but our project was
a fairly straight forward and we
found our way through.

Again, Alan was excellent

This was the first time the process has been fully electronic.
support, and helped me
We would like to hear from you any problems you had and any
overcome any problems i.e..
changes that you think would have made it easier for you.
through variations

APPLICANT 21
No. The arrangement of the
Spreadsheets were relatively
This was the first time the process has been fully electronic.
straightforward though there
We would like to hear from you any problems you had and any were the inevitable problems
changes that you think would have made it easier for you.
with some of the elements of
the Spreadsheets defeating
even our IT experts.

APPLICANT 22

APPLICANT 23

Did not allow for older IT, staff
The layout of the form
help me out

APPLICANT 25

APPLICANT 24

N/A

APPLICANT 26

APPLICANT 27

APPLICANT 28

I had enough help with
completing the process.
Electronic was simple.

No changes needed.

No.

There were some small glitches in

This was the first time the process has been fully electronic.
some of the forms – notably the
We would like to hear from you any problems you had and any excel sheets -but nothing that
changes that you think would have made it easier for you.
wasn’t quickly put right or caused
any particular difficulties.

APPLICANT 29

APPLICANT 30

A fully electronic application is a highly
positive step forward providing the
applicant has robust backup and
This was the first time the process has been fully electronic.
archiving procedures in place. My,
I sometimes have difficulty
We would like to hear from you any problems you had and any
admittedly limited, experience of the with Excel.
changes that you think would have made it easier for you.
templates suggests they are easy to
access and utilise. No changes
recommended.

APPLICANT 1

We would like to hear your view on what wider outputs /
impact your project has had on the local community over and
above the outputs you stated you would achieve.

We would like to hear your view on what wider outputs /
impact your project has had on the local community over and
above the outputs you stated you would achieve.

APPLICANT 2

APPLICANT 3

APPLICANT 4

The administration of the
project has definitely created
We achieved lower antibiotic extra work for my P.A. as the
usage, which is crucial now for claims process is very detailed.
the health of the nation.
We have had a lot of interest
Local schools have seen
Welfare of animals has also
(more than anticipated) for use equipment in use.
improved, again the right way of the X-country course but
forward.
unfortunately due to weather
and COVID-19 unable to open
at present.

APPLICANT 5

APPLICANT 6

APPLICANT 7

APPLICANT 8

The Old School restoration has
been of great benefit to the
local community. A number of
new and exciting user groups
are now available in the village
for the community to enjoy i.e.
‘baby and toddler sing & sign’,
yoga classes etc. The venue is
also starting to be used more
widely for private functions,
and we will be focusing on
expanding this use in the
future, along with organised
events etc.

The project has had a hugely
positive impact of the
community of Warminster.
There has been a huge sense of
ownership by users of the
skatepark who have
volunteered to help keep it
pristine, by for example
sweeping off leaves and by
ensuring there is no graffiti.
The age range using the facility
has exceeded our expectations,
with people for 4 to 40 taking
part, which has ensured no one
group dominates usage. It has

We came into the small/micro
business category. As a
relatively new charity, we are
just finding our feet and the
grant received from Plain
Action gave us a much needed
helping hand to expand on our
facilities.

local residents have been
interested to learn about the
project, which opens
discussions

We would like to hear your view on what wider outputs /
impact your project has had on the local community over and
above the outputs you stated you would achieve.

We would like to hear your view on what wider outputs /
impact your project has had on the local community over and
above the outputs you stated you would achieve.

APPLICANT 9

APPLICANT 10

APPLICANT 11

There is not enough
opportunity for children to get
outside and understand the
rural environment and where
their food comes from. This
project is going someway to
address this in our local area.

The four different projects,
especially the Signage and
Website, have been hugely
instrumental in rebranding
We have been able to produce
too early to tell – our project
Calne as a Town of Discovery at our own joinery and employ
was delayed
the heart of the Great West
more local labour.
Way using the History, Heritage
and Cultural attractions of
Calne to promote tourism.

APPLICANT 13

APPLICANT 14

APPLICANT 15

APPLICANT 12

APPLICANT 16

We are able to provide more ad hoc
casual work to the local community than
originally anticipated (in normal trading
In the current COVID situation times) and provide an opportunity for
it has been a huge advantage to local musicians to reach an audience at
This is difficult to answer this
have the extra space to be able our special events. We also provide
we have been able to offer
year as the weather conditions
to separate operatives to
support to a wider range of eateries than
courses to a wider audience,
and therefore ground
ensure sufficient distancing.
anticipated – particularly those who are
from different social and ability conditions have made it
The project has also resulted in willing to deliver to the campsite or
backgrounds
impossible to get much use
a significantly improved
provide discount incentives to the
from the machine as yet!
environment as a result of the campers. Other beneficiaries have been
extra tree planting.
local businesses such as suppliers of
plants and shrubs, fencing materials,
security equipment etc. We always try to
support local businesses .

We would like to hear your view on what wider outputs /
impact your project has had on the local community over and
above the outputs you stated you would achieve.

We would like to hear your view on what wider outputs /
impact your project has had on the local community over and
above the outputs you stated you would achieve.

APPLICANT 17

APPLICANT 18

N/A

What is gradually emerging is our
customer base in Wiltshire feeling a
sense of real ‘ownership’ over our
products and are keen to buy
We are not able to report at
locally. This was hoped for, but not
this time due to the
expected. Another pleasant
Coronavirus Pandemic
surprise has been the enthusiasm
on the part of Wiltshire CC and
Salisbury City Council, who have
helped us massively.

APPLICANT 21

APPLICANT 22

The community response to the
completion of the Moravian
Chapel has been overwhelming
and the useage of the Chapel to
date for functions and events
has been very encouraging.
Selling to shops pubs, picked
The response to the
up more work in local area.
refurbishment of the
Museum’s mezzanine has also
been very encouraging, even
though the project is still ojnly
half complete

APPLICANT 19

APPLICANT 20

The lakes provide a tranquil
area that insects and wildlife
flourish within. The local
fishing community enjoy the
lakes immensely. The local
cycling shop is also thriving
with its fishing dept benefitting
from browsing when fishermen
collect their tickets for the lake
purchased solely from them.

APPLICANT 23

APPLICANT 24

Now that society in general is
in lockdown (28/04/2020), the
wider community is benefitting
from having small local
producers in their midst able to
supply them, which they may
not have been aware of before.
Hopefully this will give all the
small local producers a boast in
the future.

Improved relationship
between Statutory Service
Provider and charitable
volunteer sector.

APPLICANT 25

We would like to hear your view on what wider outputs /
impact your project has had on the local community over and
above the outputs you stated you would achieve.

We would like to hear your view on what wider outputs /
impact your project has had on the local community over and
above the outputs you stated you would achieve.

It is too early to tell and we are now
dealing with the unique impact of
the COVID 19 situation. We are
seeing the Gift Card programme
helping pull the business
community together and even prelaunch Explore Malmesbury is
exciting interest in its possibilities
from the community groups
involved in its development. For
example, our Carnival Committee is
looking at Explore Malmesbury
hosting a virtual open garden event
trail in the summer.

APPLICANT 26

Our project has created a local
food source for the people of
Melksham. It has especially
proven a success during the
COVID-19 lockdown.

APPLICANT 29
The opening of the Splashpad in
summer 2019 was a significant
milestone in the programme to
upgrade the King George V Playing
Fields. The applicant was looking
forward to the first full season of
operation in 2020 and had planned the
necessary maintenance and
preparations to allow opening ready
for Easter. Plans were also advanced in
terms of providing food and beverage
facilities adjacent to the site to meet
anticipated demand from visitors.
However, the government’s
movement restrictions and social
distancing requirements as a result of
COVID-19, has prevented this
happening and the outputs/benefits to
be accrued so far this season. At the
time of writing, the timescale to lift
these restrictions and requirements is
not known. However, the applicant is
ready to open the Splashpad for 2020
as soon as it is prudent and permissible
to do so. The applicant is heartened by
the highly positive user-responses to
this exciting new facility, so far.

APPLICANT 30

I write for Dairy Farmer and
mentioned how grateful the
grant was, and how we
appreciated it is.

APPLICANT 27

APPLICANT 28

N/A

I am very pleased with the
drill's ability. I have had many
local farmers calling me to
discuss the success of the drill.
A classic example after the very
wet 2019 autumn, 2020 spring
was then dry. The drill coped
well and preserved soil
moisture.

We recognise that that the process is highly regulated and
bureaucratic and would like to hear you views on the overall
process.

We recognise that that the process is highly regulated and
bureaucratic and would like to hear you views on the overall
process.

APPLICANT 1

APPLICANT 2

APPLICANT 3

APPLICANT 4

We accept the need for
regulation and bureaucracy to
stop people taking advantage.

There was no room for any
error when submitting claims
which led to much stress and
sleepless nights.

A very positive experience.

The application was lengthy
and many questions required a
repeat answer. Rules are
important to deliver the money
to the correct area.

APPLICANT 5

APPLICANT 6

APPLICANT 7

APPLICANT 8

It is good to make it not too
easy to apply, as this way only
those determined to carry out
the work required for the
application will apply.

it needs to be highly regulated
to avoid fraudulent claims!

Yes it is highly regulated,
however with the large sums of
money involved, we
understand that it is necessary
to keep a close eye on the
project throughout its
The overall process was fine
implementation, to ensure the
and delivered what it set out to
money is spent correctly and indo.
line with the grant award. This
overseeing also provides
reassurance for us as well, that
we are managing the public
money we have been awarded
appropriately.

APPLICANT 9

We recognise that that the process is highly regulated and
bureaucratic and would like to hear you views on the overall
process.

We recognise that that the process is highly regulated and
bureaucratic and would like to hear you views on the overall
process.

APPLICANT 10

APPLICANT 11

APPLICANT 12

I totally agree that the overall
process was far too
Committing before the project bureaucratic, ridiculously longstarted to a specific contractor winded and incredibly difficult
was restrictive and difficult. We to keep up with the often
could have found a contractor changing interpretation of
Forms are very hard to fill out
to work for the same price but complex requirements by Defra and very time consuming.
quicker and within our
experts and subcontract
timeframe more easily without consultants who were drafted
this restriction.
in as the workload of Brexit
intensified throughout the two
year project.

1. See above – my main issue
is the complexity and
formatting of the forms
themselves

APPLICANT 13

APPLICANT 16

APPLICANT 14

It is time consuming and
It’s just too bureaucratic, which
obviously not all parts are
just puts some off and makes it
relevant to all types of project
less inclusive
but worth persevering

APPLICANT 15

The registering on the payment
system was rather complex.
The Grant application itself had
Initially I found it rather over whelming
some duplication in the initial
and could not have coped without the
and then the final application.
administrative support
We suspect that we were saved
from a lot of the Bureaucracy by
Vale action.

We recognise that that the process is highly regulated and
bureaucratic and would like to hear you views on the overall
process.

We recognise that that the process is highly regulated and
bureaucratic and would like to hear you views on the overall
process.

APPLICANT 17

APPLICANT 18

APPLICANT 19

I agree the process was highly
regulated and bureaucratic,
overall very time consuming.

It is highly bureaucratic, but I can’t
see how it could be otherwise; I
appreciate completely how much
due diligence must be involved in
administering public money.

Our project plan was
reasonably straight forward
The form filling and reporting However, was not without
procedures could be simplified complications. Alan and Lesley
managed any areas that were
problematic along the way

APPLICANT 21

APPLICANT 22

From the Museum’s viewpoint
the communication and
availability of the VALE staff
Too many questions and too
has been key to facilitating the
many similar questions and
process and also deal with the
many unnecessary.
RPA (DEFRA) which is very
often a forgotten part of the
process

APPLICANT 20

APPLICANT 23

APPLICANT 24

It’s understandable with public
money, so we followed the
guidance offered.Sometimes
getting three quotes for a
particular piece of machinery
was difficult, when there was
only one supplier.

We had significant procedural
and legal delays, some of which
entailed additional cost. The
patience and cooperation of
PM in supporting the project
was vital to successful
completion

We recognise that that the process is highly regulated and
bureaucratic and would like to hear you views on the overall
process.

We recognise that that the process is highly regulated and
bureaucratic and would like to hear you views on the overall
process.

APPLICANT 25

APPLICANT 26

We always understood we were
entering a highly regulated and
bureaucratic process and have
managed our participation
accordingly. On these terms we have
found that the process has worked
well.

The process was fine, although
having to sign off every month
Needed help from family
for extension could perhaps be
member in the advisory sector.
done for 6 month periods, not
monthly.

APPLICANT 29

APPLICANT 30

There is an appreciation that, as the
process involves public monies, it does
need to be highly regulated and
transparent. Inevitably, this leads to a
level of bureaucracy. However, where
Leader makes a big difference, is the
friendly, local, knowledgeable support
which is so readily available to
applicants.

Without Alan's help, it would
have been impossible. The
process should be one that a
farmer can cope with without
outside help. Try a 2 page
form!

APPLICANT 27

APPLICANT 28

For older generation farmers
the process is off-putting
unless they use an agent, and
ultimately grant money has to
be accountable. I hope the UK
Government continues with a
similar scheme post Brexit.

APPLICANT 1

During your application and grant is there anything that would We were very happy with the
have helped preparing the application and during the actual
help and advice we received
grant period?
from Lesley and Alan.

APPLICANT 5

During your application and grant is there anything that would
have helped preparing the application and during the actual
grant period?

APPLICANT 2

APPLICANT 3

APPLICANT 4

The LAG should have the ability
to lower intervention rates, to
help an existing business / new
business to start up if the
More suggestions and
applicant already has money to
explanations as to suitable and No. We had all the
do so but wants a boost to
appropriate supporting
help/support we needed from
afford its goals. There should
evidence that would help the Alan
be a lower grant rate for
application to succeed.
businesses to start up and the
maximum grant of £100,000 is a
lot for one person to have. Fair
divide of money.

APPLICANT 6

No, we received an invaluable
amount of help from Alan and
the office support staff, who
The support we received was
made themselves available
ideal
throughout the process to
support us – Thank you very
much to them all.

APPLICANT 7

APPLICANT 8

The support we received from
Alan and Lesley was
outstanding. Communication
was quick, clear and answers
No
provided efficiently. It was very
pleasant interacting with both
our contacts.

APPLICANT 9

During your application and grant is there anything that would
have helped preparing the application and during the actual
No
grant period?

APPLICANT 13

During your application and grant is there anything that would
have helped preparing the application and during the actual
Nothing I can think of.
grant period?

APPLICANT 10

APPLICANT 11

APPLICANT 12

1. Simpler rules and regulations
2. Clearer definitions of terms
eg. Development and
Production of promotional
videos. 3. More realistic
financial requirements for rural
voluntary community tourism
groups with no physical assets,
unlike farmers.

Alan Truscott and his team
were extremely helpful
assisting us to fill out the
forms.

APPLICANT 14

APPLICANT 15

APPLICANT 16

Any necessary help was
provided by Alan Truscott and
Lesley Thomas

No.

No but the ability to telephone to resolve
queries was invaluable

APPLICANT 17

APPLICANT 18

APPLICANT 19

APPLICANT 20

It would have been difficult
without the input of Vale
Action.

No

A little less lag between spending

During your application and grant is there anything that would Again, all was fine, as Alan was the money and receiving the grant
have helped preparing the application and during the actual
able to help me resolve any
would have helped, but also
grant period?
issues.
understand that it’s a timeconsuming process.

APPLICANT 21

APPLICANT 22

APPLICANT 23

APPLICANT 24

Good communication between

During your application and grant is there anything that would the Applicant and the VALE
Talking to others who had
have helped preparing the application and during the actual
staff has helped hugely, which Had help from Alan and Lesley already applied and been
grant period?
proves the importance of good
successful.
communication in any project.

We needed flexibility in
agreeing timetable, which was
forthcoming.

APPLICANT 25

APPLICANT 26

No. The key for us has been the

During your application and grant is there anything that would consistently positive and effective
have helped preparing the application and during the actual
support we have received from the No, nothing comes to mind.
grant period?
Vale Action staff team, and this has
been much appreciated.

During your application and grant is there anything that would
have helped preparing the application and during the actual
grant period?

APPLICANT 29
APPLICANT 30
Difficult to answer definitively,
because the work preparing the
application for this project was
undertaken by a predecessor who is no
longer employed. However, looking
through the electronic files which I can
currently access whilst on COVID-19
lockdown, I see no evidence that any Maybe more help with full
further information of help was
application form.
needed. Now that we are in the
project delivery phase, post
commissioning, I have taken over this
work and find the assistance of the
Vale Action LAG team to be highly
accessible, helpful, friendly and
knowledgeable.

APPLICANT 27

APPLICANT 28

No, but could the UK
All went well, even with some Government offer a similar
end date extensions.
scheme DURING and after the
Brexit process.

APPLICANT 5

Looking to the future what do you think are the priorities /
areas that any rural grant funding should be directed at.

APPLICANT 6

The key priority should be
investment. Often the issue is
about the vitality of a rural area
In light of the coronavirus
- investment breeds
outbreak, the priority has to be
investment, a new business can
supporting businesses and
help existing ones thrive
communities to get back on
facility encourages the view
their feet again.
that something is going on in a
place, rather than it being stuck
in slow decline.

APPLICANT 7

APPLICANT 8

It makes sense to support
farming and rural business,
including heritage. As it is often
more difficult for rural
businesses to thrive. Every
locality is met with slightly
different challenges, though to
create a fair playing field to the
onlooker using national
priorities my be the fairest
way. Support following the
COVID-19 crisis to help
damaged businesses find their
feet again financially. Despite
Government intervention Rural
Businesses have been
profoundly affected by this
crisis.

continued support for farm
diversification projects, also
more funding for farm
machinery aimed at sustainable
and environmentally friendly
farming.

Looking to the future what do you think are the priorities /
areas that any rural grant funding should be directed at.

Looking to the future what do you think are the priorities /
areas that any rural grant funding should be directed at.

APPLICANT 9

APPLICANT 10

Outdoor education/ access to
the countryside and with the
reduction in feed in tariffs,
access to capital funding for
renewable energy

Projects which result in
increased footfall especially in
the centres of rural
communities (market towns,
villages and parishes) to
increase employment in
tourism related enterprises and
enhance local economies. More
emphasis on improving
relevant competencies and
skills of rural populations
would be beneficial.

APPLICANT 13

APPLICANT 14

aiming for diversification for
land owners and getting
children/people outside

APPLICANT 11

APPLICANT 12

APPLICANT 15

APPLICANT 16

Improved productivity both
agriculturally and industrially,
Things to help the rural
Reducing environmental
communities and environment
impact ( energy saving and
generation).

Communication – broadband is still a
massive problem for the ( forgotten) 5%
who have been left out of the initiative to
improve broadband speeds. Those of us
in the countryside with hopeless
broadband speeds are at a massive
disadvantage. We are being ignored.
Rural grant funding for young people who
want to try to remain in and support their
countryside should also be consideredperhaps people under the age of say 28
should receive a particularly sympathetic
approach. We have planted thousands of
hedging plants and hundreds of trees but
did not receive any grant money and yet
we receive so many appreciative
comments about the planting scheme and
the obvious benefit to the environment. .
We would have done more with grant
funding.The funding should not be eaten
up by wealthy people who move into the
countryside to take advantage of grants or
favourable tax incentives but should be
directed at smaller concerns and perhaps
those who have lived in a particular
category of geographical area for a
particular length of time.

Looking to the future what do you think are the priorities /
areas that any rural grant funding should be directed at.

Looking to the future what do you think are the priorities /
areas that any rural grant funding should be directed at.

APPLICANT 17

APPLICANT 18

See below.

Once start-ups have established and
developed their product/service,
the need for support often grows;
the ideas and processes are refined
and there is usually a need to ramp
up production, staffing or both. The
mainstream banks are generally riskaverse when it comes to initial
funding and the companies are
usually too underdeveloped to
attract investment capital. This
leaves the new banks, which is the
route that we took. This has proved
Small farming & village
very expensive and inflexible. So, I
community projects.
would suggest that one thing to
consider is, once a grant has been
given (and possibly also after a
follow-up), to generate a support
package to make sure whenever
possible that this investment of
funds proves profitable all round.
Money is one issue, perhaps to
increase productivity, or to develop
an online presence, but also the
fixing in place of a business mentor
who can nurse the business through
its formative years.

APPLICANT 19

APPLICANT 21

APPLICANT 22

APPLICANT 23

APPLICANT 20

Helping farmer to grow
crops to make a more
sustainable future.

APPLICANT 24

Again with the pandemic,
money should be spent
supporting small local business,
In light of the current
connecting them with
Coronavirus outbreak, it would
Make application more simple, supermarkets, making planning
seem sensible for the Rural
helping the small farmer in the applications for them
Improved infrastructure to
Grant to continue focussing on
countryside who is looking
dependent on stocking more
support community cohesion.
rural employment in the areas
after the countryside.
local products and local making
of Tourism, Hostelry and Food
local sourcing for county and
processing.
local councils a priority and not
always dependent on the
lowest cost.

Looking to the future what do you think are the priorities /
areas that any rural grant funding should be directed at.

APPLICANT 25

APPLICANT 26

APPLICANT 27

The basic rural economic framework
– access to services, physical
shopping and so on – at the villages
and small town level is under huge
pressure. An increased focus on
supporting local high streets and
physical local services by increasing
retention of spend in the local
economy would be beneficial to the
whole rural community. In many
cases amazing results can be
achieved with relatively little
absolute funding; an additional
strand of micro grants with
appropriately simpler application,
approval and management
processes could produce great
returns. The overall effectiveness of
any rural grant funding will be
improved if there is an increased
operation of regional and national
economic policies that applied full
costing and level taxation
approaches to the competition faced
by rurally based service providers but this is probably outside the
scope of this survey!

Diversification, especially for
farming, so that farmers are
able to increase the return of
the produce they produce.

Animal welfare. Local on farm
Diversification, tourism,
food to fork production
technology, farm buildings.
environment.

APPLICANT 29

Looking to the future what do you think are the priorities /
areas that any rural grant funding should be directed at.

APPLICANT 30

I think the key priority is to maintain
the established essence of Leader in
any future rural grant funding
programme. By this, I mean local
priority management, decision making,
administration and support. It is this
localism element of Leader which has
made this programme, and others
elsewhere in the country, such a
success. This localism element of
Leader confers an understanding of
local issues and challenges on the LAG
Animal welfare, mechanising
which means the scheme has more
calf feeding.
local relevance and support. The focus
of the current fund on increasing jobs
and developing the local economy was
relevant for the 2105-2021 programme
and will be even more so as we
emerge, battered, from the ravages of
COVID-19. The flexibility of the
current fund is also valuable – covering
a broad range of themes and priorities.
This broad ranging economic focus
should continue into any future rural
grant funding programme.

APPLICANT 28

APPLICANT 1

Finally, are there any other comments you would like to
make?

Finally, are there any other comments you would like to
make?

APPLICANT 2

APPLICANT 3

APPLICANT 4

We thought it all ran very
smoothly and were very happy
that funding was availabel to
Just thank you for all your help
No.
agriculture. The end result was and support.
rewarding and would like the
funding to continue.

Thank you for helping me set
up my business!

APPLICANT 5

The Parish Council are
extremely grateful to have
received a grant from the
LEADER programme, without
which the restoration of this
valued community building
would not have happened.

APPLICANT 6

APPLICANT 7

APPLICANT 8

I would like to commend the
support and encouragement
we received from the staff we
worked with. Particularly Alan
Truscott.

The 80 % received as a charity
was good. Consideration may
be given to that the 80%
actually are only 60 % owing to
the fact that some rural
businesses cannot claim back
any VAT paid, making the
difference to fund very difficult
so a charity just starting up. 100
% funding would have been
more doable for us, as the
difference of £ 24,000.00 is a lot
to find (and we are yet to find
most this money). flexibility to
be able for LAG’s to use their
discretion will be much better,
as they will be best placed to
decide each case on its own
merits. We would have
appreciated the option of 100 %
and only having to find the VAT
to pay (non-refundable in our
case). Please keep doing the
excellent work you are doing
right now. It was an absolute
pleasure.

Our application was made so
much easier thanks to the
advice and assistance from Alan
Truscott and his team at
community first Plain action
group – thank you!

APPLICANT 9

APPLICANT 11

I would never embark on a
similar bureaucratic grant
application again. Without the
excellent objective and
professional assistance from
Community First, I would never
have successfully completed
the LEADER Grant process.

Finally, are there any other comments you would like to
make?

Finally, are there any other comments you would like to
make?

APPLICANT 10

APPLICANT 12

Our thanks to Alan Truscott and
Lesley Thomas at Community
First for all their support… and
patience!

APPLICANT 13

APPLICANT 14

APPLICANT 15

APPLICANT 16

Thank you for awarding our
grant, it has made a HUGE
difference to our courses,
availability and clients, thank
you

No

Grant process was less daunting
than we thought it was going to
Just “Thank you”
be. This was in a large part due
to the support we received.

Finally, are there any other comments you would like to
make?

Finally, are there any other comments you would like to
make?

APPLICANT 17

APPLICANT 18

APPLICANT 19

Overall, I much appreciate
Alan's support, but in my case it
would have been far easier for
me to have claimed via the R&D
tax credit submission system
(on reflection).

We are immensely grateful for the
help that Plain Action provided for
us. It was a key part of our
development and I very much doubt
we could have done this without it.

The grant funding made our
project viable, and we are
confident that it will prove
beneficial to the local area. We No.
thank the Vale Action team for
all their expertise and
assistance.

APPLICANT 21

APPLICANT 22

No thank you.

APPLICANT 23

Thank you for giving us the
Thanks to Alan and Lesley for thegrant,
help given.
we would not be here
without it!

APPLICANT 20

APPLICANT 24

We appreciate the support
given by PM and Community
First Office. This project was
delayed by almost 2 years as
negotiations over transfer and
leaseback proved increasingly
sensitive. We are confident
that outcomes have been
achieved and the community is
more resilient as a
consequence.

Finally, are there any other comments you would like to
make?

APPLICANT 25

APPLICANT 26

We are hugely appreciative of the
support we have received from the
Vale Action staff team. This human
side of the process has been
absolutely key to our being able to
realise the benefit of the
programme. We are looking forward
to completing and delivering the
benefits of our project

We would like to expand on
the milk station to a small farm
No.
shop. If there was any other
funding for this?

APPLICANT 29

Finally, are there any other comments you would like to
make?

No, thank you.

APPLICANT 30

APPLICANT 27

APPLICANT 28

No.

The replies show that the reputation was the best way of advertising the
availability of the grants available. However, considering the number of
meetings held whilst preparing the bid for funding, and in the initial stages
of the programme, it would have been expected that the local meeting
would have provided a higher figure. It may be that originally that higher
figure was there but the delays in starting the programme saw many of
those possible projects drop away.
What is concerning is that if there is a delay between programmes and the
team is disbanded then starting any new programme will be difficult. The
loss of contact with people who were obviously spreading the knowledge
will be gone. A very different approach to advertising will need to be
made.

Further investigation after the evaluation surveys were received identified
that "No" excluded the assistance from staff at Plain Action and Vale
Action received. So out of the 30 responses 30 applicants received help
from staff about completion of the form.
That further investigation identified that issues covered:
•
•
•

A better guide to the claim process
Claims spreadsheets that worked
More understanding on variations and timescale changes

Appendix 15 - Stakeholder questionnaire

PLAIN ACTION 2014 – 2021 v PROGRAMME EVALUATION
Stakeholder’s name …………………………………………………
Name of person completing form ………………………………….
As we come to the end of this round of EU funding each Local Action Group is required
to carry out an evaluation of the work and projects they have delivered. An important part
of this evaluation is finding out your views as a stakeholder of the LAG about the
governance and delivery of the programme.
Can I ask you to complete the questionnaire below and return it to me by email at
atruscott@communityfirst.org.uk by 30 April 2020. All replies will be put into a hat and
the lucky one drawn out will receive a bottle of mead produced by Stone Circle Mead
from Ludgershall.

1. How did you become aware of funding through Plain Action?
Answer:

2. If you were involved in a previous LEADER programme what do you think of
this programme in comparison.?
Answer:

3. What is your view of the national priorities set and are there other priorities
that should have been included.?
Increasing Farm productivity
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
Boosting Rural Tourism
Providing Rural Services
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
Increasing Forestry productivity
Answer:

4. What is you view on the applicant eligibility criteria?
Increasing Farm productivity

1a) A project to improve the overall performance and
sustainability of an
agricultural holding
Farms of any size
1b) An Investment in improving animal health and welfare
Farmers
Groups of farmers
Horticultural producers
1c) A project for processing primary agricultural produce to add
value
Farmers
Horticultural producers
Landowners
Micro and small processing businesses
Someone who wants to start a processing business
1d) Investments in reservoirs and irrigation
Farmers
Groups of farmers
Horticultural producers
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
People who want to start a business in the LAG area
Farming or horticultural businesses that want to diversify into
non-farming or non-horticultural activities
Micro and small businesses including social enterprises, in the
LAG area#
Boosting Rural Tourism
Commercial, profit making project
Micro and small businesses, including social enterprises
Farmers wanting to diversify into tourism
Charities
Making some income to offset costs but is not intended to make
a profit
Rural businesses including social enterprises
Farmers
Landowners
People or groups representing rural communities
Charities
Public Bodies
Generates no income
Rural businesses including social enterprises
Farmers
Landowners
People or groups representing rural communities

Charities
Public Bodies
Providing Rural Services
New or existing micro or small businesses
Rural Community organisations
Charities
Public or private entities working in partnership with micro and
small businesses and rural community groups
Local authorities in exceptional circumstances
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
Landowners
Rural Community groups
Local authorities in exceptional circumstances
Increasing Forestry productivity
Private forest holders and micro, small or medium sized forestry
contractor businesses
Answer:

5. What is your view on the intervention rates used?
Increasing Farm productivity
40% of eligible costs
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
40% of eligible costs
Boosting Rural Tourism
Commercial, profit making project – up to 40%
Makes some profit to offset costs but is not intended to make a
profit – up to 80%
Generates no income – up to 100%
Providing Rural Services
Commercial, profit making project – up to 40%
Makes some profit to offset costs but is not intended to make a
profit – up to 80%
Generates no income – up to 100%
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
If grant is less than €200,000 up to 100% under the Industrial de
minimis state aid rules

Increasing Forestry productivity
40% of eligible costs

Answer:

6. This programme has a greater emphasis on “rules” than any previous
programme. We would welcome your views on the level and application of the
rules.
Answer:

7. Looking to the future what do you think are the priorities / areas that any rural
grant funding should be directed at?
Answer:

8. Finally, are there any other comments you would like to make?
Answer:

Appendix 16 - Results of Stakeholder’s
questionnaire

STAKEHOLDER 1

How did you become aware of Plain Action?

Internal communication
STAKEHOLDER 1

If you were involved in a previous LEADER programme what do you think of this programme in
comparison.?

Not involved
STAKEHOLDER 1

What is your view of the national priorities set and are there other priorities that you feel should
have been included.?
Increasing Farm productivity
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
Boosting Rural Tourism
Providing Rural Services
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
Increasing Forestry productivity

STAKEHOLDER 2
Publicity material, great contact direct
from Alan Truscott
STAKEHOLDER 2
Very good delivery and range, very
flexible
STAKEHOLDER 2

These priorities cover the bulk of the
rural economy and particularly help to
A good spread that covered the majority
make farm businesses more resilient as
of businesses in rural areas.
they transition away from the Common
Agricultural Policy post Brexit. -AGREE

STAKEHOLDER 1

STAKEHOLDER 2

What is you view on the applicant eligibility criteria?
Increasing Farm productivity
1a) A project to improve the overall performance and sustainability of an
agricultural holding
Farms of any size
1b) An Investment in improving animal health and welfare
Farmers
Groups of farmers
Horticultural producers
1c) A project for processing primary agricultural produce to add value
Farmers
Horticultural producers
Landowners
Micro and small processing businesses
Someone who wants to start a processing business
1d) Investments in reservoirs and irrigation
Farmers
Groups of farmers
Horticultural producers
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
People who want to start a business in the LAG area
Farming or horticultural businesses that want to diversify into non-farming or
non-horticultural activities
Micro and small businesses including social enterprises, in the LAG area#
Boosting Rural Tourism
Commercial, profit making project
Micro and small businesses, including social enterprises
Farmers wanting to diversify into tourism
More emphasis on environmental
Charities
schemes in the next round
Making some income to offset costs but is not intended to make a profit
Rural businesses including social enterprises
Farmers
Landowners
People or groups representing rural communities
Charities
Public Bodies
Generates no income
Rural businesses including social enterprises
Farmers
Landowners
People or groups representing rural communities
Public Bodies
Providing Rural Services
New or existing micro or small businesses
Rural Community organisations
Charities
Public or private entities working in partnership with micro and small
businesses and rural community groups
Local authorities in exceptional circumstances
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
Landowners
Rural Community groups
Local authorities in exceptional circumstances
Increasing Forestry productivity
Private forest holders and micro, small or medium sized forestry
contractor businesses

The eligibility criteria as laid out above
makes the scheme open to farmers and
growers from across the Vale Action
area. AGREE VERY STRONGLY

STAKEHOLDER 1

STAKEHOLDER 2

What is your view on the intervention rates used?
Increasing Farm productivity
40% of eligible costs
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
40% of eligible costs
Boosting Rural Tourism
Commercial, profit making project – up to 40%
Makes some profit to offset costs but is not intended to make a profit –
I feel the balance was right, important
up to 80%
that businesses have sufficient capital
Generates no income – up to 100%
Providing Rural Services
Commercial, profit making project – up to 40%
Makes some profit to offset costs but is not intended to make a profit –
up to 80%
Generates no income – up to 100%

invested to ensure they are totally
commited.

The intervention rates outlined above
follow generally accepted rates in other
areas and with other government
schemes. Where projects are
demonstrating genuine innovation and
testing of new ways of working, perhaps
intervention could be higher to
acknowledge the risk of “taking the
plunge” into the unknown and being an
early adopter. WELL BALANCED AND FITS
WELL WITH COMMERCIAL RISK

Providing Cultural and heritage activity
If grant is less than €200,000 up to 100% under the Industrial de
minimis state aid rules
Increasing Forestry productivity
40% of eligible costs

This programme has a great emphasis on “rules” than any previous programme. We would
welcome your views on the level and application of the rules.

Looking to the future what do you think are the priorities / areas that any rural grant funding
should be directed at.

STAKEHOLDER 1
A number of businesses were put off
applying due to the complexity of the
rules, or had to employ consultants to
help them, adding to their costs and
reducing the potential profitability of
the investment. Would not be difficult
to simplify the process whilst ensuring
due diligence was carried out.

STAKEHOLDER 2

STAKEHOLDER 1

STAKEHOLDER 2

Environmental and resilience

Productivity, innovation and meeting
local priorities. We are keen to see
opportunities maintained to support on
farm investment in the core business as
well as supporting diversification
projects that benefit the local economy.

STAKEHOLDER 1

Finally, are there any other comments you would like to make?

This programme has made a significant
difference to numerous businesses in
rural areas, supporting and creating jobs
and improving the economy of Wiltshire
as a whole. The team that have
administered it have done an excellent
job with positive feedback from a
number of people. It would be very
helpful to have similar schemes going
forward, particularly with the challenges
the rural community face.

Rules are fine if they are clear, justified
and defensible and they do not delay
applications. As a general rule though,
simplification would be welcomed.

STAKEHOLDER 2
LEADER funding is good flexible system
that is a low cost way of delivering
funding. Its a good model for future
schemes. Where individual funding
streams prove particularly popular or
where lower intervention rates do not
make the investment unviable it may be
appropriate to take a demand based
dynamic approach to the rates applied.
However in most cases changing rates
significantly mid-programme would just
cause annoyance to those who applied
when at a different rate… It may be just
as important to consider shifting funds
from one stream to another when
appropriate to encourage take up or
meet demand.
Any discretion exercised should be
consulted upon and evidenced with a
clear rationale. AGREE _ CLARITY IS THE
KEY. Minimum grant of £5k and
maximum of £100k - Within the context
of the overall budget, yes. Bigger
funding would help with larger grants
and job creation

